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THE RESERVE AS) VOCATE
Only Newspaper Published in County

Contains all Catron County Official Proceedings

$3.00 a yea

VOLUMN I.

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO,

t:'.

TREATY
WEDNESDAY

lT.

WILL BENEFIT ALL

Berlin, Aug. 24. The peace treaty
between the United States and Germany was signed today.
The cabinet gave the document final consideration yesterday
evening,
which was attended
by President
Ebert.
The document was signed by Ellis
Loring Dresel, United States commissioner, and Dr. Friedrich Rosen, the
German foreign minister, who has
been empowered by President Ebert,
according to the German constitution
0 affix his signature in behalf of the
Corman republic. Dr. Dresell has received full credentials from Washing-

Amendment No. 11, known as the
"Million Dollar Bond Issue" Is one
in which each resident of Socorro
and Catron counties are vitally interested. It provides for an issue
of $2,000,000 in good road bondB
which are met with, In these two
counties a double amout, from the
federal government.
In other words, If thig amendment
carries, Socorro county will receive
from the state aid $56,840.00, and
from the government the vast sum
of $142,120.00 making a grand to
tal of $198,960.00, and Catron will
get for the benefit of the roads with
In its boundaries state aid $26,753.00
and federal aid $66,880.00 making
a total of $93,632.00.
The two coun
ties receiving almost $300,000.00, at
a very nominal expense to the coun'
ties.'
We need this money for the benefit of the roads in Catron and So
corro counties. The tonly way in
which we can and will receive this
vast sum is by carrying Amendment
No. 11. When this is accomplished
we will have funds enough to place
the roads In good shape, and not be
fore. It is a matter in which each
one of the readers Is vitally interested. Good roads make a county
a good place in which to live, and
besides this, it will provide employ
ment for a large number of laborers
as well as benefit every resident of
the counties. Keep this amendment
in mind election day, and vote for
the benefit of your home community

o
PROSPECTS

to the
effect that the Government and the
railways are approaching an agree
ment as to what ench owes the other
may ha good news, for the niines and
the cattle industry. When the rail
e
received the monies ow
ways-having .them, the chances for some slight
' reduction
In freight rates will ma
terially Improve. Amy reduction is
going to be a material benefit to the
mines and the cattle growers.
The throttling Influence of freight
rates has been so obvious that con
siderable direct, but rather useless
effeor has been 'made In attempting
useless because
to secure reductions
railway officials have not authority
or power to Influence rates favor
able to themselves or to. the traffic
they wish to cultivate. The assist
ance from Washington, as soon as
it materializes, may relieve the pres
sure to such an extent that the Inter-Stat- e
Commerce Commission In turn,
may be able to take action of benefit ito industry in general.

The

news from Washington

O

RURAL EDUCATION CAUSE
TAKEN UP BY THE PRESS

The cause of education Is being
more and more given the support of
the press of the country, according
to information coming through different sources to the friends of the
Department of Education bill. The
value of this supoprt,' it is being
pointed out, cannot be overestimated.
In those states in which Illiteracy has
caused concern as to the future, the
need for concerted action Is being
Impressed upon those who think, and
the members of press associations,
always alive to the needs of the public and generous in support of the
same, are realizing that they can do
no greater service than to aid in the
promotion of education.
An interesting story comes from
South Carolina, where a conference
was held recently for the purpose of
Impressing upon the public the value
of the adult schools. According to
the Charleston News and Courier, at
a meeting of editors at Greenville an
address was made by a resident of
one of the mill villages who recited
his experiences in learning to read
This genand write and "figure."
tleman said that illiteracy had long
been a matter of humiliation to him,
and he had always been at the greatest pains to conceal It.
For this reason he long refused to
attend the adult school held in his
county. Finally, however, he overcame his diffidence, and he has learn
ed. arithmetic even more easily than
to read and write. He impressed
upon his hearers his great satisfaction with his accomplishments.
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BURSUM'S REMARKABLE RECORD

WAS SIGNED

Amendment No. Eleven Should Got
a Big Majority in Socorro and
Catron Counties

BRIGHTER

Newsper State and County
NUMBER 20.
.

ROAD AMENDMENT

:

SATURDAY,

Official

Senator Bursum has made a remarkable record in the
United States Senate in the four short months he has been
a member.
To few new member, has been given the recog
nition, in years, that he received in four months. It would
be not only a bad mistake, but a catastrophy to fail to return
him to the senate.
Placed on some important committees at the beginning
of his service- Bursum took hold of the work in a way that
won the admiration of the older members.
He has been an untiring worker for the entire west,
and while he has done many great things while in the senate for his home state, he has accomplished much for the enton.
Beyond the statement that the tire nation, and the state of New Mexico is to be congratutreaty formally provides for the re
lated in having as strong and virile a member in our high
storation of friendly relations and
an Immediate resumption of dtplo law making body and he should and will be returned. But,
matic and consular Intercourse be while we believe
that he will rbceive the largest popular matween the United States and Ger
ever
given a candidate in the state, we should also re
many, no information was obtainable jority
member that the larger the majority the stronger we make
regarding the instrument.
It was intimated, however, that his
position there.
there are no provision included in
Bursum should receive ten to fifteen thousand majority
it for the precise treatment of
commercial
and economic is but his majority will be large enough to insure his return,
nanclal,
sues which still are in abeyance. It
and that is what the people want. But with his election asis said that these will be made the
sured, now is no time to lay down, and quit working for
subject of future negotiations.
O
him. A strong aggressive fight will increase his
majority,
KKA L AID FOR SOLDIERS
SOON TO BE FORTHCOMING and will also increase his already high popularity with the
powers at Washington, and show them that the people of
The approval by both houses of
New Mexico are behind every move that Bursum has made.
Congress of the Sweet Bill, which

provides for the consolidation of var
ious agencies having to do with re
lief measures foir soldiers of the
world war( is being pronounced one
of the most constructive steps taken
to the end that the veterans, parti
cularly those who are ill or crippled
not only be given that attention and
assistance to which they are entitled
but that this aid be given promptly.
With the passing of time since the
armistice it is being developed that
many veterans who at first were not
thought to be in need of medical and
surgical attention are now sadly in
nernl of 1bn same.
?adr the provisions of the Sweet
bill efficiently administered,
there
should be within a comparatively
short time, no soldier without kindly
and effective treatment, given un
stintedly. As testifying to the kind
of stuff the average soldier wro fou
ght under the American flag in the
world war is made of, information is
available in Washington of an increasing number who are asking for
opportunities to learn a useful trade
or study for a profession, some of
these asserting that while compen
sation is accepted in the spirit in
which it is given, the desire for
training along lines which would
made them better citizens and better
American conies first.
American Legion post throughout
th ecountry are winning the admiration of the public in their stands for
a patriotism of the kind which will
respond in times of peace as well
Individual
in times of danger.
posts are declaring themselves on
the usbject of education, not for tholr
members alone but for the masses,
and are lining up with the great
number of individuals, fraternal orders, churches, and associations who
are demanding that every child be
given an equal opportunity with others to acquire an education.
The ranks of the union and con
federate vetreans' organizations are
growing thinner and thinner, and the
members of the
was veterans' associations are reaching an age where they are willing
for the younger men who have worn
the unifoim of their country to take
the lead in setting an example of
patriotism for the nation to follow.
Thus, the American Legion and the
other organizations growing out of
the world war are being handed the
scepter of leadership, and the acti
vities of thos eorganlzations, it is
being pointed out, are as a rule of
character to win support and ap
plause.
Spanish-Americ-

-

A BUSY

OFFICE

INTEREST IN SHALE OIL
IS SHOWN

One of the busiest places in Wash
ington is the office of Roy Huynas,

federal prohibition commissioner. Ap
plicants for permits to use liquor in
retail or wholesale quantities, either
in person or through representatives,
are dally and hourly beseiging the
commissioner and his aids. A recent
ruling of the commissioner'is that in
order to secure a wholesale license
for the sale of liquor to persons authorized to purchase same, one who
applies as a wholesale druggist-mus- t
show by Inventory that he is in realIn other words,
ity a wholesales.
hia inventory must list such articles
as would reasonably meet the de
mands of retail druggists doing a
general business.
BONDS ARE RECOVERED
$15,000,000 IV STOLEN

Cleveland, Aug. 24. Fifteen mil
lion dollnrs in notes and securities
were seized in the Union Trust company safety deposit vaults here to
day by John Sawken, department of
justice agent investigating the Cleveland activities of Charles W. French,
alleged .Chicago swindler under arrest in that city.
The seizure came after Elmer Ger- ber, Cleveland stock broker and former secretary to French, confessed
his connection with the French operations to Sawker and led him to the
safety vault.
O

THIRD INCOME
MENTS

TAX INSTALL
DUE BY SEPT. 15

The internal revenue office Is pre
paring to receive the third installment on 1920 income taxes. These
are to be paid between September 1
and September 15.
the colllector In
B. C. Hernandez,
charge of the internal revenue office,
announced that 10,000 letters have
been prepared for the mails and will
be sent out this week, notifying per
sons that the- third installment on
their income tax Is due.
O

THREE MORE MINES CLOSE AT
TRINIDAD j 675 OUT OP WORK

Trinidad, Colo. Three more Colo
rado Fuel & Iron company mines of
Berwlnd, Primero
nitely this week.
this district were shut down indefi- and Morley East. As a result of sus
pension of operation about' 675 miners are out of employment. Lack of
O
orders is stated as the reason for
SURE ENOUGH!
With
shutting down these mines.
Marshal: "Lost yer mother, did the three closed, five Colorado Fuel
and Iron mines are now Idle, Spark-vill- e
you?
Why dld'nt you hang on to
having been
and, Engleburg
her skirt."
shut down early this summer.
Little Mabel: "I
O
reach it."
Never mind the kicks. Think how
Another story was told at the same much more awful it would be if the
time of a soldier who had been un- chronic kickers were compelled to
able during his entire serive in do it.
France to communicate with his wife
O
Lots of fellows have the right aim
because of his inability to write.
Since his return however, he has in life, but they are short of ammuni
learned both to read and write.
tion.

BY COUNTRY

The Bureau of Mines, due to the
numerous inquiries reaching it in
the last few years as to the production of oil from shale, is preparing
to issue a bulletin on this important
subject which will deal particularly
with activities along development
lines.

There are today no shale oil opera
tions in this country that have reached commercial production, although
there Is a great doal of activity par
ticularly in the Rtates of Colorado,
Utah, Montana, Nevada and California.
In these states there aje large
and easily accessible deposits of rich
shale and some shale oil has been
and Is being produced.
Other parts
of the country also contain large deposits of bituminous shale.

Several small plants have been
completed and are operating from
time to time, and others are under
constructtoln near DeHequa, dolo.;
one plant is under construction and
operating near Watson, Utah,
two small plants near Olko,
Nev., one near Dillon, Mont., and in
California. In addition, several experimental and demonstrating plants
have been erected in the larger cities contiguous to the shale fields.
,
.
,
t. lew putuius
aiao are uemg con
structed ill the eastern shale districts
but to date none of these have operated under conditions that could
be considered commercial, nor have
they produced more than small quan
titles of oil during Intermittent or
short runs. While the production of
crude petroleum in the United States
has shown an appreciable gain each
year, the fact this gain has been offset by the demand for petroleum pro
ducts has tended to center Interest
on shale oil deposits.
While oil has not yet been obtained on a commercial scale in this coun
try, it has constituted an industry
of considerable importance in Scotland for well over half a century.
The Scotch shales are mining underground and the methods used are
much like those of coal mining in
this country. Due to long experience
and favorable wage conditions, the
Scotch industry may be said to have
been fairly prosperous.
Conditions
in this country, however, with respect
to the utilization of oil from shale
are not favorable as abroad.
Despite this, according to the Bureau of Mines, should the Increasing
number of motor vehicles make too
serious a drain on the crude petroleum supply of this country, and if
and when foreign oils cannot be obtained in sufficient quantities and
at reasonable prices, the United
States can then turn to oil .shales
for its supply of hydrocarbon oils, as
these constitute a tremendous potential reserve.
O

The optimist is a person who has
a good time wherever he goes, because he carries his good times with

hiin.
O

hog ought not be blamed for
being a hog, but a man ought.
A

NIGHT SCHOOLS PROVE
AMERICANIZATION AID
Along with the movement to

pro-

mote education in the United States
is an interest in and a support for

HOUSE PASSES

ANTIBEER BILL

Washlgnton, Aug. 23. The connight schools, compulsory education
bill
and the elimination of politics from ference report on the anti-bethe management of schools, accord was called up for consideration in
ing to information reaching the Nat the senate late today with indications
ional
Capital. The night school, of many hours of speaking by
which in many cities is made possi
opposed to Its adoption.
ble only through financial help from
The house today adopted the conthe public, is going far, itpsi nio
ference report on the anti-bebill
the publls, is going far, it is point- by a vote of 169 to 81.
ed out, to aid in the Americaniza
There was no roll call the count
tion of foreign born, for It Is from being ascertained by a rising vote.
the ranks of these new citizens that Previously a motion by Representaa big proportion of tohse availing tive Hill, republican, Maryland, to
themselves of these schools comes. committ the bill to the conferees,
Members of Congress serving on was voted down, 182 to 61.
committees having to do with the
Outstanding features of the conferproviding of funds for the public ence agreement were:
schools of the District of Columbia
Disappearance of the house provihave been amazed at the testimony sion interpreted as legalizing home
given touching the interest and en- brewing and distilling.
thusiasm shown by those who regis
Elimination of the senate provister for night courses in the pnblic ions designed to prevent unwarrant
school buildings.
Naturally, the ob- ed search of automobiles, baggage
ject St these schools Is to make bet- and other private property by prohiter Americans of those who enroll, bition agents.
as well as to make of them more en
Retention of the provision of the
lightened citizens. This movement original Stanley amendment adopted
is spreading fast. It, naturally, is unanimously by the senate to protect
confined to centers
of population private dwellings from invasion by
which, as a rule, attract the immi prohibition
agents without search
grant and which includes many who, warrants.
because of the necessity for working
By a vote of 181 to 3, the house
during the day, may avail themselves today adopted a resolution censuring
of schol privileges only at night.
Senator Reed, democrat, Missouri,
Preliminary to the successful en for his speech last week In the Ben- forcement of a compulsory education ate during which he made references
law must come a scholo census so to Representative Volstead, republi
conducted as to place before the can Minnesota .author or the prohi
authorities a list of names and ad- bition act.
O
dresses of all children of school age,
IN FROM Ll'NA VALLEY
according to those who have investigated the subject in Washington, and
(From Magualena News)
who have submitted to members of
3. A. Browui, Floyd Brown, and
Cougress the results of such inves
Abe
Adair were in town Monday and
In
cities
those
through
tigations.
out the country where the census Tuesday of this week loading out
of school children is not conducted supplies for the valley. They report
by members of the police forces who, lots of ruin on the road in, making
'
necessarily, have not the time to give it rather slow traveling.
Mr. Brown, says crops in the valley
to this task to which It Is entitled,
the work is done alt to often by those are not as good as usual this year,
owing to a dry spring, and too much
named through political favor.
But the
The enactment of laws, federal, rain the last month or two.
state, and local, under which the in range is in fine shape, and cattle
jection of politics into the manage- are in the best of condition.
Luna valley Is noted for its small
ment of the public schools will be
impossible, it being pointed to as one grain. Thousands of bushels of oats
of th eprime neds of the day. It has and wheat are raised most every
been aserted that "Children are the year, and nearly every bushel raised
The weighs over forty-twpounds. Algreatest asset of the nation."
is
also
in
falfa
the
of
the
teach
for
grown
Institutions
valley and
making
ing of children the playthings of poll although the season is short, three
tics, therefore, according to educa- cuttings are not unusual.
0
tors and others who are giving intelligent and unselfish study to the FLOOD COSTS AT HATCH
REPORTED TO BE $200,000
best means for instructing the young,
is to not only retard the work of betThe flood that destroyed the town
tering the schools but to put the
ban of inefficiency upon their man of Hatch, N. M., on the morning of
August 18, is estimated to have dome
agement.
O
$200,000 worth of property damage,
TEACHING PROFESSION IS
aocording to reports made by the
COMING INTO ITS OWN Las Cruces chamber of commerce officials and others that have investi
The teacher in the common and gated the damage.
The damage done to the crops In
higher public schools, the colleges
and the universities of the country Hie surrounding country Is expected
are slowly but surely coming into to run into tens of thousands of dollars and this and the building and
his or her own, judging by expresdamage will bring the
sions heard from the platform, in property
amount
to $200, 000 or more.
up
in
and
halls,
emphasized
legislative
0
the public prints. The profession of
the teacher has been styled the min- FOREST SERVICE SEES CHANCE
FOR ROAB APPROPRIATION
istry of teaching. In the annuall con
vention of the National Education
Officials of the foreBt service Bee
Association, recently held at Des
possibilities of a speedy remedy of
Moines, the mission of the Instruc
tor 1n the Bchools of the United the present situation which has been
States was discussed from almost caused by the failure of congress to
every possible standpoint, and the make appropriations for their road
A letter from the National
need for making thorough the task work.
Chamber of Commerce
Automobile
and
W educating the present
the
bill and
coming generations was stressed on states that the
Townsend bill have been welded Into
all hands.
Dr. John J. Tigert, the new Com one, and that this new bill will promissioner of Education, has pointed bably pass both the senate and the
out that first consideration probably house in the near future.
The fused bill provides for an ap
should be given the rural schools,
due to the fact these constitute the propriation of $50,000,000 for forest
This
Dp. service road and trail work.
'greater educational problem.
Tigert seems to believe, as do those will be a great relief, as the southwho, with him, Bpoke at Des Modnes, western district of the forest Service
that upon the teacher is cast the has been without funds for some time
greatest responsibility for making with which to build and maintain
of the young American the right trails or roads.
0
kind of an American when, he grows
EXPLAINED
up, and that this vital task may not
are
noted criminals
In France,
reasonably be expected from those
made to Bpeak and sing into a Phono
not themselves qualified to teach.
Outside of the ranks of the teach graph before their discharge from
ers, organizers of fine character and prison, that in future their voice may
extensive membership are taking be Identified in case of need.
Ah, he. We wondered whatlnell
upon thomselves the duty of pushing
was the matter with, some or our
educational campaigns.
new records.
O
0
Aim high. It won't be any harder
Between two evils some folks can
on your gun to knock the tail feathers out of an eagle than to splinter not distinguish any difference, so
a burn door.
they choose them both.
er

sema--to-

er

o

Phlpps-Dowe-

ll
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NEWS TO DATE

SODA TANK LEAPS

BRITISH WANT

ONE NEIGHBOR

new customs tariff giving prefer
ence to goods imported from Canada,
OVER BUILDING
portlcularly flour, has been prepared
by the government. Canada, In return,
From All Over
has arranged to give preference to
Carbonic Gas Receptacle Does
Jamaican sugar.
The German government has ap
Points the Way to Comfort
Queer Antics When Driver
'GREATER
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
UNDERSTANDING ON
pealed to the German residents of Up
and Health. Other Women
Treats It Rough.
ALL PROBLEMS OF PACIFIC,"
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
per Silesia to keep cool and not start
Please Read
THE WORLD.
WOULD END WAR.
anything pending solution of the UpNew York. Policeman Fred Finger
per Slleslan Issue by the council of
had taken
IVeitern Newspaper Union News Serrice. )
Moundsville, W. Va.-- "I
law a man drive up to the soda water
the League of Nations.
doctor's medicine for nearly two years
New street lights are now being Inparlor adjoining the station house and
In his annual report the chief med
because my periods
DURING THE PAST WEEK ical officer to the ministry of health stalled on all the principal streets of WANT U. S. FRIENDSHIP start unloading a carbonic gas tank.
were irregular, came
N. Mex. This will be a big
with that?" he
"Where
you
(lienvillu,
goin'
In
every two weeks,
states tbut consumption
England
In the appearance of the
asked the driver.
and I would suffer
is declining by over 20,000 cases dur- Improvement
with bearing-dow- n
"Inside," was the answer.
city.
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS ing 1020, and that there were 16,000
told
a care," warned Finger.
pains. A ladyPink-hahave
"Well,
JAPS
PROVED
IN
FAITHFUL
LATE
N.
boasts
of being
Mex.,
Clayton,
fewer deaths from the disease.
E.
"
meofLydia
"You
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
can
never
tell
on
the map as a tourists' town thin
WAR AND DESERVE FAIR
Lady Bonbam-Cnrtedaughter of
Vegetable
At precisely that moment Policeman
PEOPLE.
Compound and how
former Premier Asqulth, has refused season. During the month of July 221
TREATMENT.
Finger's words were drowned In an
much good it had
an Invitation to become a candidate for uulos camped on the local grounds,
done her daughter,
which means nearly 1,000 people.
member of Parliament for Westmins(H'eflero Newspaper Union Newi Berrien.)
so I took it and now
As the result of the work of the
(Western Newspaper Urjloo Newi Sertlc.)
ter, to succeed the late William
I am regular every
.
killBurdett-CouttsIn
WESTERN
the
hunters of
biological survey
Bnrtlett
month and have no
London. "If the alliance with Jnpun
Forty-fivseamen are believed to ing off the predatory animuls, the could be
During the post week four deaths
pain at all. I recommend your medimerged Into a greater underfrom pelngra have been reported at have been drowned following
cine to everyone and you may publish
the game in the Mogollon and Itlack Range
with
and
United
the
standing
Jnpnn
my testimonial, hoping that the VegePallas, Texas, marking the lieuvlest wreck of the freight steamer Shoshu mountains In New Mexico and Arizona States on all the
table Compound does some other girl
problems of the PaIs Increasing.
toll from the disease here In that pe- Maru, which was disabled
by a ty
" Mrs.GE0RGE
be
would
a
the
thnt
cific,
nnd
good it has done me.
great event,
riod of time for several years, accord- phoon and battered to pieces on the
Two big celebrations will be held In It would be a
915 Third Street, Moundsthe
for
Tegarden,
guarantee
peace
to
health
officials.
Loochoo
the
Islands. Only Clayton, N. Mex., this fall, the first
rocks off
ing
ville, W. Va.
of the world."
Arthur Clayton, 44, a railroad con- one of the ship's personnel Is known to to be u round-uHow many young girls suffer as Mrs.
from Aug. 30 to Sept.
Thus
David
spoke
George,
Lloyd
ductor of Trinidad, Colo., ended Ills have survived.
Tegarden did and do not know where to
3, and the second the county fair the British
before
the
minister,
prime
for advice or help. They often are
turn
lift at Los Angeles by leaping from
The Trading Company, capitalized which will be held from Oct. 5 to 7 house
of commons In outllng the work
obliged to earn their living by toiling
the roof of a
apartment at 10,000,000 yen (normally about $",- - Inclusive.
of the recent conference of the Imper
day in and day out no matter how hard
The police were told he had 000,000), and one of the largest firms
house.
the pain they have to bear. Every girl
The new roller mill at Springer, N. ial premiers.
been In 111 health and despondent,
In Jnpnn, has announced
that It Is
who puffers in this way should try Lydia
The premier was dealing speclfical
Mex., has been completed und Is now
of
E.
the
at
doors
Pinkham's Veeetable Compound and
Its
end
the
of
Isador Tucker, pioneer merchant
closing
alliance nt
receive grains of all kinds. ly with the
she does not get prompt relief write
if
If has liabilities amounting ready to
Nebraska City, Neb., was shot by Po month.
the time, and explaining how the con
It Is expected that the mill will fur
to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
llcenian Hanley, when the officer fired to over 100,000,000 yen ($50,000,000
had unanimously recognized
nlsh a market for most of the wheat ference
Lynn, Massachusetts, about ner nealtn.
nt a burglar whom he had Just ar normally).
that Japan loyally hud curried out her
Such letters are held in strict confi- grown In this district.
rested and had broken away. Mr.
Robert Stolz, a Vienna composer, has
denc
obligations to Great Brltuln during the
(!ood news was received nt Hoswell
Tucker Is In a hospital with a bullet In broken the world's record for the Inwar In letter and spirit.
his abdomen.
come received from a single piece of N. Mex., when it wus learned that Bat
Mr. Lloyd George asked If it was to
NOTHING DIFFICULT ABOUT IT
A
had
extended
been
federal
tery
to
the
Neue
the
dance
Twenty-ninmusic, according
alleged
years after
be suggested thnt Great Britain should
now
a
and
wus
of
ToHis
part
Foxtrot"
recognition
of
"Salome
commission
has
Berliner.
the crime, Estovan
now turn her back upon Japan with
Little Matter of Tactics No Problem.
var went to trlnl In District Court nt netted him 32,000,000 kronen In royal- the national guard and the second de a mere tliunk
after
you and good-by- ,
at All in the Mind of That
Kagle I'nss, Texas, on a charge of wife ties. To figure out the wealth of the fense of the nation.
Japan's aid had proved to be one of
Sergeant,
murder. A quarrel between Tovar and foxtrot millionaire In real money: an
E. B. Wheeler,
well known cattle the
turning factors In the war, in that
h
some of his associates recently brought Austrian krone Is worth about
man and rancher, has been chosen to It
hud given protection to the transit
The squad wns working out some
to light the old case which hud been
of a cent.
head the cowboy's
reunion
at Las of dominion und Indian
troops across
tactical
problems in the field. The
bread
mncaroni
Meatless
and
N.
next
forgotten.
Mex., for the
days,
Vegas,
year. seas. Even countries disliking the
scene was laid at Quuntlco on a parInstead of scrapping the old battle- restrictions and sugar embargoes, Walter Naylor, who has been at the
nllinnce would despise
ticularly hot July afternoon.
ship Oregon, the navy may present her which have been in force since the be head of the organization for the past the British If after such services Groat
Lieutenant (to sergeant) It is preto the state of Oregon as an historic ginning of the war, have finally been seven years refused to consider re
Britain turned her buck upon Japan,
sumed the enemy is advancing in the
The Oregon was launched nt abolished In Home. Food cards are election.
relic.
he declared.
general direction of thnt hill. It is
Sun Francisco in 1803 and was the now no langer needed to procure the
The premier said he saw no renson
The total rainfall In Blsbee, Ariz.,
also presumed that your machine gun
Chirk sailed bare necessities of life and graduully
C'uptaln
ship which
the month of July almost why It should be Impossible to rememsquad has been detailed to delay the
around Cape Horn In record time dur- such luxuries as pastry, cukes, Ice during
the entire fall registered here ber obligations to Japan and at the
enemy's advance as much as possible.
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ing the war with Spain.
during the yeur 1920. The July totnl same time preserve a spirit of fratProceed to take the necessay action.
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"flyIngram, pilot
Twisting, Whirling and Shooting Up
this year wus 8.48 Inches, while only ernity with the Cnlted States.
Sergeant (wiping his brow) It is
ing circus" showing at Davenporl, la., amount.
wards.
u few hundredths more Hum 9 Inches
It wns a cardinal principle of Britipresumed that we have advanced to
Frontier restrictions were carried to was
at the Mississippi Valley fair, aud A.
recorded during the entire twelve sh policy, the premier continued, that explosion which shook the station the sheltered side of that hill; got
S. Hall, stuff photographer
for the an extreme when they prevented an
Great Britain should net in us commonths in 1020.
our machine gun Into action; wiped
house, the soda parlor and the whole
Davenport Democrat, were arrested on Austrlnn fire brigade from crossing
William P. Birchfield, Luna county plete nccord with the United Stutes as district. Finger felt something heavy out the enemy nnd returned to our
a charge of flying over the city within the Italian border to fight a blaze.
He did not know of any strike him on the
Will thnt be all for
original position.
leg, which he later
Some buildings on the Italian side of New Mexico ranchman, in a suit filed possible.
2,000 feet above the business section.
this afternoon, sir? The Leatherneck..
District Court against country In the world with whom It discovered to be a piece of the carbonic
This Is the first arrest there for al- the Premier Pass railway station In the" Sixty-fiftwas more Important to act in concert.
of
leged violation of aerial traffic laws.
caught fire and the Austrian town's the Southern Pacific Hullwny Com He declared that the surest way to tank. He also saw the remainder
the tank go twisting, whirling and
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tlcura Ointment.
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Tube Is
Aid to Science

Dr. Lilllenfeld Discovers Principle
That Puts Roentgenology
;

on New

EXPERTS

Plane.

PLEASED

WITH

IT

Scientists Who Have Experimented
With New Tube Believe With Doe
tor Llllenfeld That It Makes
Roentgenology Exact Science.

y

actual practice and the electrons

WILL BARE EARS

were readily pulled out. I might add
that in this method the electrodes
(cathode and anode) are brought very
Closely together.
"The application of the principle Is Milady Must L'ft the Puffs to Be
uot limited to the production of Xin Fashion.
rays. It cnn be applied to all ampli
fying and auction devices and for gen
electro-magneti- c
waves foi
ing the electrons, which, In turn, flew erating
The tube Is less expensiv. Little Ringlets Are Pinned On Side of
to and Implgned upon the anode or tar- wireless.
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than the lieuted ones because It con
get, "from which they were thrown off
the Ears.
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no
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nnd,
as
which penetrated the glass
Is needed to suppl
no
transformer
tube and scattered.
Some might cnll It legitimatizing Imheat."
"The method of producing
But It reully Is only fash-Ion'- s
modesty.
by the gas tube did not prove satislatest edict.
You see, notes u
factory.
Chicago fashion writer, It's the way of
1011
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I made my first tube on a
those who make the Btyles. They go
Lay Bandit's Career
new principle. There was absolute
from one extreme to the other.
to
Skull
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Slant
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Tacoma,
Roy
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ner, mull train robber, In the
nation of the heated cathode and the
the effect, but they didn't like to part
two
federal
after
penitentiary
extremely high vacuum, the electrons
with
their long tresses. So hairdressfrom
sensational
very
escapes
would fly to the anode, or target,
ers thought of the side pieces the
guards, may be operated on to
where they were given off as
earniuffs the thingumajigs that men
to
"reform" . him, according
"In 1943, Coolldge, In this country,
have ever since been complnlnlng
"Mother McColl, woman agent
same
to
idea
the tube now
applied the
about and femininity, sutisfled with
of the Department of Justice.
In general use here.
the deception, with one accord wore
on
want
be
"I
to
and
operated
New Method Discovered,
its hair in a large mop over its ear.
lead the life God intended me
"Two years ago I discovered a new
And so the style remained for two
Mcto
Mrs.
told
Gardner
lead,"
method of effecting the release of the
years or more. Then, six months ago,
Coll.
electrons from the cathode.
This
It was announced that no more would
"Gardner is a wonderful specimethod has nothing In common with
the ear remain the mystery it wns to
men
of
McColl
Mrs.
manhood,"
either of the two older ones. I startbe bared for all the world to see. The
continued.
"His tendency to
ed the electrons from a cold, unheated
modest ladles demurred. Bare her
crime Is caused by a deflection
cathode In the presence of a high electro-ankles or lu?r knees, wear very l.ttle,
of the cranium, and It is possistatic
field. This actually pulls the
held up by straps over the shoulders
ble that surgical care will elimelectrons out of the cathode. The secbut show her ears? Never!
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ond distinctive characteristic
of the
But the hairdressers Insisted. So
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be
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edged one, on the theory that the lines
comes out with the anacademy,
plntes which are said to show
of electric force are concentrated on
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that the ear must be
the sent of his trouble."
the sharp point
or edge of the
shown, but she will lift the mop of
cathode.
This proved to be the case
hnlr that Americans seem to love
they may have It, but they must fit It
nnd the madame curls it in little
ringlets and pins them on the side of
the head fnr above the ears.
The entire ear or Just the lobe of
It may be shown, nccordlng to the contour of the face, but certain It Is that
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New York. By the Invention of au
tube based on a comparatively
simple principle, roentgenology prom
lees, for the first time since Koentgen
discovered the mysterious rays that
bear his name, a quarter of a century
ago, to be an exact science. The In
ventor Is Dr. Julius Lilllenfeld, pro
fessor of physics at the University of
Leipzig. He is also Inventor of the
tube that has been In general
use In Europe for the last decade, and
which from now on will be superseded
Ex
by lils more recent discovery.
perts who have experimented with it
believe as he does.
Doctor Lilllenfeld Is in New York,
having arrived from Europe a few
weeks ago. Ue has already given a
public demonstration of his new tube
In the presence of Prof. George
and Professor Davis at the de
partment of physics of Columbia uni
versity and before the New York
Koentgen society.
Doctor Lilllenfeld
explained the
principles of his Invention to a Times
reporter. He said his discovery was
not only of Interest to the medical profession and physicists, but to makers
of wireless and all audion apparatus
nnd amplifying devices.
"In order to explain the principle of
tills new tube," snld Doctor Lilllenfeld,
Years Ago Put Up
"it will he necessary to recapitulate Afghanistan
"This Means
Out,"
the history of
to
tubes and
"Keep
tell
the manner in which
are generYou" Warning.
ated.
What Electrons Are.
"Let us begin with the electron: It
Is the smallest known component of SEND ENVOY TO WASHINGTON
matter and is always associated with
an unvarying unit charge of negative
Believed That Policy of Absolute Isola
electricity. The atom of hydrogen Is
tion From Rest of World Long
the smallest atom known. Yet an
Followed by Moslem Kingdom
electron Is but
part of the hyIs to Be Modified.
drogen atom. These electrons are always in motion. It is supposed by
some thai chemical atoms consist of
Washington. The arrival In Wash
collections of electrons having orbital ington of an envoy from Afghanistan,
motions in a sphere of positive elec- now perhaps the most mysterious
trification. Others ascribe them
to country In the world, seeking the recdisturbance of the 'ether.
ognition of his home land and the es"An electron striking any matter, tablishment of diplomatic relations
with the United States, seems to Intarget or surface produces
The electrons must have speed, and, dicate that the policy of absolute IsolaIndeed, they move with Incredible ra- tion from the rest of the world long
pidity. They are negatively charged followed by this Moslem kingdom Is
There are to he modified. Light on conditions
particles of electricity.
region Is shown
three factors, therefore, connected In this
with the production of
They by the following communication to the
are electron, motion and the target." National Geographic society from
Doctor Lilllenfeld pointed to a knife Frederick Slmplch and Hajl Mirza
Hussein :
blade.
"The buffer state of Afghanistan,
"The electrons associated with that
between Great
piece of metal," he continued, "are be- historic
neath its surface and are retained Britain nnd Russia In Middle Asia,
there by some superficial force.
To years ago put up a 'Keep Out' sign, a
we must get the elecThis Means You' warning, to all white
produce
trons out of the metal through the co- men and Christians. The land Is
force. 'posted' to use a poacher's phrase
operation of some additional
Roenlgen used gas molecules, which posted against trade and concession
and
were imprisoned In his glass tube In hunters, against missionaries,
a partial vacuum, to get the electrons against all military and political huntcut of the metal, which, In this case, ers In particular.
was the cathode by which the electric
"Keep Out" Sign Up.
current leaves, In contradistinction to
"And the 'Keep Out' sign is still up.
the anode by which the electric cur- Today the foreigner is no more welrent enters, a vessel. The molecule come In Afghanistan than he was a
of gas Implgned on the cathode free hundred years ago. Forbidden Lhasa
y
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Itself is no more exclusive than
ing, suspicious Kabul, the cupitnl of
this Isolate,
unfriendly realm of
fanatic tribes, of rocks, deserts, Irri
gated valleys, and towering unsur- veyed ranges.
"For reasons of foreign policy, the
amir has long left the necessity of
land to the
secluding his little-knowgreatest possible extent from the out
side world. Only a few- Europeans,
mostly British, but occasionally also
an American nnd now nnd then a few
Russians or Germans, have hnd per
mission to cmne into this country nnd
to sojourn for a while In Its curious
capital. But even on such rare oeca
slons as when n foreign engineer, or
a doctor whose survlces are
badly
needed, Is admitted by the grace of
the amir, the visitor Is subject to a
surveillance that amounts almost to
Imprisonment.
"No ambassadors or ministers, not
even missionaries, are permitted to
reside in this forbidden Moslem hind.
"Today no other monarch anywhere
wields such undisputed authority or
Is In closer touch with the everyday
life of his subjects. He personally
runs his country's religion, its foreign
affairs, nnd be even supervises much
of its commerce.
He also owns and
brood-
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NOVEL AND

MODISH

BLOUSE

GENUINE

BULL'
DURHAM
tobacco makes 50
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Cuticura Talcum

Of white and nile green Is this novel
and modish flambeau blouse. The sash
is looped at the side in an unusual and
attractive manner. It is artistic snd
should please the conservative drescer.

is Fragrant and

Very Healthful

Sup 25c Oiatanat

Taffeta frocks have snugly fitting
bodices.
Entire lace dresses in brown, gray
and henna are very good.
The surplice bodice worn with a
fichu Is quaint and very smart.
There Is a most attractive parnsol
of silk with ruffles of tulle dotted
thickly with big chenille dots.
.

flowers bloom on some

Hnnd-palnte-

The lure and quick remedy for
CHOLERA
DIARRHOEA, DYSENTERY.
MORBUS. CHOLERA INFANTUM. ETC.
SOc and $1. The $1 size
TS years of success.
equals three SOc bottles. Druggists everywhere.

of the newest sport suits. Their delicate tints suggest nothing so much as
dresden.
Things Unit stand out In fashions
for children are the straight line, the
very short skirt and the sleeves which
almost aren't.
For millinery, jet nnd steel orna
mental novelties are being shown.
Large medallions of solid sheets of
Jet are fringed with strings of jet or
steel beads.
Among the Pnrlsian conceits are
round small pocketbooks which nrenot
The handles are
unlike a flower.
clever Imitations of stems and the
purse Itself Is the flower. Blue corn
llowers are used for the exteriors of
some of them, with muuve silk as the
lining. They are effective with sum
tner frocks.
GRAY

TAILORED

EMPLOYED

to

The soloist wns "an egotist and the
rest of the choir lulled hiin cordially.
And when It gave a recent concert
they were provoked when he got the
very best parts. But still the members felt that they hnd one way left
One of their
to get even with him.
members did the publicity work, for
tliein and thoy knew thnt he too tils-- ,
liked the baritone, nnd hoped that he
would give him no publicity a thing
he craved more than all else.
But to their dismay the next morning's paper read, "Mr. Blank's rendition of ills solos was very satisfying."
They took the writer to task. And
he retorted, "I hud to mention them,
didn't I? Well, what else could I
say? They were certainly satisfying
to himself, and as for the rest of you
I didn't hcur you clamoring for any
more of them, did I?"
And they were convinced he was

SUIT CRAZE

Jacket Style,

Snug-Fittin- g

Coat Sleeves, Small Collar,
to Waistline.

n

snug-fittin-

right.
Bar Trapping of Bear.
Increased bounties on ferocious

much-buffete- d

DAYS

y

Considerate.

"Tour

cook has left, hasn't she?"
"Yes, but she has given us a splen
did recommendation."
A mnn Is not resigned to be cheated

because he lacks wit.

EASY TO KILL
RATS
ml

MICE

"jar
rrmci
STEARNS'

y

ELECTRIC PASTE

tas-sele-

picot-edge-

EX"

lit 7"'W
"t

v

d

ani-

mals nnd ferocious birds nnd protective measures with a view to conserving the bear, which Is becoming source
In many purts of British Columbia, feature new gunie regulations which have
recently been announced. Trapping ol
bear Is now prohibited, and only three
bears may be shot In a season. Bounty
fur panthers has been Increased to $40
crows 20 cents, mag
timber wolves
and snow
pies '20 cents, and
owls, $1 each.

high-price- d

SUMMER

THE RIGHT TERM

Else Was It Possible for H In
Say of the Soloist's
Vocal Efforts?

What

three-quarter-

FOR

and 50c, Talcoa 25c.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN

There Is nt present a craze In Paris
which amounts almost to a madness. It
Is for a gray tailored suit,
cout sleeves,
Jacket style,
small coat collar and revers to the
waistline, where the one button Is
plnced In link form. There Is a slight
side flnre to the coat, and It Is about
s
fitting. These suits
have appeared In such numbers on
censors the only newspaper printed In
the street of Pnrls that the smart
all Afghnnlstnn
woman looks ns If she hnd gone Into
"From the World war, though lie
uniform.
took no active part' In It, the amir
This suit has all the finish nnd neatIlls old
emerged with singular profits.
ness of a
nnd once rlvr.l neighbors, Great Britsuit. After having worn the dress for
ain and Russia, drawn together ns also many seasons this mannish tailored
lies In the world conflict, left him a
This smart sport dress of beige suit comes ns a distinct novelty with
free hand, nnd In 1019 Great Britain
chic I'nrislenne.
officially recognized the political In- color canton crepe with long straight the
The tailor who hns made a phelines is relieved from plainness by
bufdependence of this
fer stnte, to whose rulers she had so pleated side panels. The belt, neck and nomenal success of a very simple costume, Is so busy taking orders that he
sleeves are finished with faggoting.
long paid a fnt annuity.
stands In the middle of his reception
"With an area of 245,000 square
room taking measurements as fast as
Beaded Lace Insets.
miles, Afghanistan Is, next to Tibet,
Beaded lace insets are used on some he can, the women practically standing
the largest country In the world that
In line, each awaiting her turn.
Is practically closed to the citizens of of the new stockings for evening.
at
But
life
other nations.
political
wary, alert Kabul Is In Rhnrp contrast
to the meditative seclusion nnd classic
aloofness of the pious lamas at
Amir Amanullnh
Klian,
Lhasa.
Cool Wearables That Are Bewitching-ldone in wool outlines the trimming.
through his agents In India and elseAfter tlie butt) or cold shower what
Dainty for Home Wear During
where, Is In close touch with (lie
could be more soothing than a liatli-coSweltering Days.
world's current events ; and, as the
of brushed cotton ratine loosely
Inst remaining Independent ruler of
The leisure hours of warm weath- girdled? One smart model, cut with
a Moslem country, now thnt the pow
Bewltch-lnglshort sleeves and body In one, Is pocker of the Caliph at Stamhoul Is bro er require cool negligees.
Is eted and collared in
and
summer
for
mornings
dainty
Influence
a
he
wields
ken,
a breakfast coat of bntlste, In pink, piped with silk cord. A long silk cord
world;
throughout the Mohammedan
d
trimmed with girdle ties about the waist and Is
also, because his land happens to He blue, orchid or lemon,
at the ends, These
The cont is cut to
points.
Just as it does on the map of the
and bathrobes come in purple, rose, Coworld, It Is plain that for a long time fall considerably below the hips
or burnt orange.
to come he will he an active force In there Is lengthened by a flounce of the penhagen
the political destinies of middle Asia. material, with a double row of the
FOR
HOUSEKEEPERS
picot points. A long roll collar to HINTS
Wives Distributed as Gifts.
waist is also outlined with the
the
"From the Persians the Afghans got
are
and short sleeves
Liberal Basting of Roast Makes It
the Idea of marrying more than one pretty points,
A bit of grosgraln
likewise cuffed.
More Juicy Use for Leftwife; hut, like the Persians, too," they ribbon in a
over Cereal.
contrasting shade forms
have found, to their dismay, that
n slim girdle nt the normul waistpolygamy Is nowadays more expensive
line and drops in long ends at the
If a roast is basted many times It
than exciting.
front.
will be much more Juicy.
"Sometimes, when the amir wants
Could anything be more wearable
Cauliflower Is delicious served with
to favor his faithful offielnls with
or cool when one sips one's morn- mayonnaise dressing.
or
to
play
practical
perhaps
presents,
coffee than a dotted voile coat
It Improves some canned corn to
Jokes In certain cases, he distributes ing
A cook It a bit before
with pretty niching decoration?
serving.
women among them ; but these 'gifts'
Give the chickens plenty of green
background is plentifully
often prove so troublesome that no white voile
dotted In pink, blue or Invender dots food.
great degree of gratitude Is apparent and the coat Is cut on the long fashAll household plants are better for
among the recipients.
ionable lines so becoming to the av- an occasional spraying.
"Amir Hnblhullah Khan (who wns
A special cupboard for hanging
nssasslnnted In 1919) had a harem of erage figure.
The lower flounce Is set on by a saucepans Is a great dust saver.
over 100 women, anu among tnese,
borders the
cord and the
Spinach with carrot balls Is an atstrangely enough, were a few Euro, bottom, collar ruchlng
and tiny
and wholesome mixture.
tractive
Amanullah
The
amir,
present
peans.
cuffs. Big patch pockets adorn the
A
floor Is guarded
one
has
wife.
but
Khan,
against the marks of heavy shoes.
"The trade of Afghanistan Is moved front,
In organdie, plain and dotted fabDried lima beans forced through a
entirely by caravans and Is largely In rics are
used. A white organdie frock sieve cnn be used for croquettes.
and
hands
of Hindus
the
Tadjiks,
In honey-dedots makes
There Is not a mile of railroad In the embroidered
Braided.
affair with two bands
a simple slip-okingdom, the nmlr fearing that steel
Burnt orange velvet baby ribbon
on the skirt
if
white
plpln
organdie
highways would make Isolation
mil a deep shawl collar and cuffs of woven or braided Is forming tb
vhlte on the blouse. Buttonhole stitch crowns of a number of velvet bats.

NEGLIGEES

25

TH A N TRAP!
BEA DY FOR
Directions In lft lanjrnages.n ererybnz.
Mice, Cockroaches. Am and Waterbngl
Rata, food
and nrnnerLT ana are carriers of disease.
dpntroY
B Warns'
Hleclrlo 1'afite forces these petU to ml
from the building for water and fresh air T.
ooc ana 11. Hi. "Money back ir it rain.-IS. Government boya lt

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Ramon Dsnaroff Htopt HftirFtUllnq
1
Restore Color and
Baaisty to Cray and Faded Halt
wo. ana vi.iwai iTuinruia
TTiwoi Chftn. WSB.Patcbonue.W.T

filial
HINDERCORNS

KemOTee Onrea, Chi

ate., stops si I psln, ensures comfort to too
feet. BUkM wslklnr ey. lhju bv mail or at lira.
flit. Hlsooit'asulcsiWerks.l'sJoboxaa.ti. i".

louse.

You Save From
$15 to $25 on every
Saddle and Harness.
Direct from our workshop.
Sand (or our trae catalog.

The Fred Mueller Saddle
and Harness Cow
Ml ta Mil Urnasr St., Dearer. Cala.

turn-bac-

well-waxe- d

to secure emsailors and marines. At the Princess theater four
ployment for
men occupied a box upon which was a sign stating that the men
were looking for work. A speaker appealed to the audience to to-- and secure
work for these patriots. Many of the audience were moved to tears aud those
who could not offer any suggestions as to where work could be secured offered
tney to the men.
The Aviation Cluli of Chicago Is making a desperate effort

n

Oil Investors Service.
Free opinion any
company. Investigations made. Buy or sell
stocks. Small Investment may mean fortune.
Investments.
Install
Assist make, protect
menta. Guaranty Co., Wichita Falls, Tessa.

Watson m. Cotemna,
Patent Lawrer.Waablnguja
II 0. Advloe and book free
JMstaomese.
Blahestretsreooes
reasonable.
iatoe

PATENTS

FOR I.U WILL SEND by registered mall
Formulas Bedbug and Roach Remedy,
Furniture fotlsh and Rug Cleaner. N. LKVI,
HS Macomb St, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
1

THg RESERVE

the governor from calling special sessions of the legislature as provided by
Section 6, of Article IV, of the Constitution, or as preventing the leglsa-turat suth special sessions, from
considering any emergency appropria-

The Reserve Advocate

tion or

Published Weekly at Reserve, New Mexico
t. second class
Mexico, under the

Entered
New
A. H.

matter. May

19, 1921,
Act of March 3, 1879.

at

CONSTITUTIONAL
Pursuant to Chapter 138, Session
Laws of 1931, the following constitutional amendments are submitted
to the qualified voters of the State
of New Mexico for adoption or reto be
jection to the Special Election
held September 20, 1921.
MANUEL

MARTINEZ,

Secretary of State.

No. 1.

PROVIDING
RESOLUTION
JOINTTHE
AMENDMENT OP
SEC-TO-

ARTICLE VII OF THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF
MEXICO.
NEW
H J R. No. 18, Appr. Feb. 16, 1921.
He II Hnnlvril by "e Lnclnlature of
m Mexleolof the
ittr Stale l
That Section 2 of Articleof VII
New Mec-cState
the
of
Constlluton
be and the same Is hereby amended
follows:
as
read
lo
"Sec 2. Every citizen of the United
the
Slates who Is a legal resident of
elector thereStates and is a qualified
in shall be qualified to hold any public office In the state except as otherthis Constitution.
wise provided in
The right to hold public office in the
shall not be
Mexico
New
of
slate
denied or abridged on account of sex,
and wherever the masculine gender Is
used In this Constitution, in defining
Ihe qualifications for specific officers.
It shall be construed to Include the
feminine cender. provided, however,
that the payment of public road poll
tax, school poll tax or service on Juries
shall not be made a prerequlslt of the
right of a female to vote or hold
office."
2

OK

at

appropriation.

NEW MEXICO

For the Amendment

.

An Outing in

'Against the Amendment

AMENDMENTS

No. 7

as follows:
"Sec. 19.

The Legislature may by
the
enactment change, alter or enlargeCorduties of the State
and
powers
Commission created by Secporation
tion 1 of this Article for the control
and regulation of corporations and
may change or alter the provisions for
the enforcement of its orders.
Until the Legislature shall otherwise
comprovide any order made by the
mission fixing or changing any charge
wnu-imauer
or rate or relating to any
its authority shall be binding upon
the carrier, or company, or person to
whom the same Is directed and shall
be enforced by the Supreme Court according to the terms of such order
or modified by said
nniHsa changed
court on a hearing applied for by such
wunin i
carrier, company or person
r.,nvnnahlfl time limited In such order.
or
proceeding in
Upon any hearing
by
any court upon any order issuedof Its
the
wltnln
scope
commission
the
authority the burden of proofor shall be
peinuu
upon tne carrier, company
to whom such order is directed to show
the unreasonableness of any charge or
rate fixed or requirement specinea in
such court and such court may of its
own motion and shall upon request of
any interested party require or author
ize additional evidence.
u

Pine-Cla-

.

A Vacation Visit to the "Old Home Back East"

JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN
AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE XIII OF
THE
OF
CONSTITUTION
THE
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, ENTITLED "PUBLIC LANDS."
8. J. R. N. 11, Appr. March 12, 1921.
Be It Resolver by the Legislature of the
State of New Mexico.
Sec. 1. That Article XIII of the Constitution of the state of New Mexico
be amended so as to read as follows:
"ARTICLE XIII PUBLIC LANDS"
"Section 1. All lands belonging to
the Slate of New Mexloo and all lands
confirmed to
granted, transferred or and
all lands
the State by Congress,
to be
are
declared
hereafter acquired,
public lands of the state to be held
or disposed of as may be provided by
law for the purpose for which they
have been or may be granted donated
or otherwise acquired.
"Section 2. A permanent Commission to consist of three members, not
more than two of whom shall belong
to the same political party, is hereby
created which shall be known as the
"State Land Commission,"
"Section 3. The members of the Com
mission s hall be aDDointed by the gov
ernor, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, and shall be
only for cause. Each
subject to removal
member shal hold office fon a term
of six years from and after his apshall
pointment, and until his successor
have been duly appointed and qualimembers
the
three
fied; Provided, that
of the Commission first appointed and
confirmed shall Immediately qualify
and classify themselves by lot so that
one of them shall hold office, for two
yoars, one for four years, and one for
six years from and after January 1st,

it t u un tf. Annr Mch. 11. 1921 of
Be It Enacted 'by the Legislature
the State of New Mexico.
n.., ..n..iu yi ii f the Constitution
of the State of New Mexico, entitled
be
"Corporations other than Municipal
amended by adding thereto a new secto
19
read
Section
numbered
tion to be

a Trip to California 6T)
'
d
Hills
New Mexico's

Do You Want

Reserve,

Publisher and Manager

Carter,

FOR

the post office

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Q

To provide vacation opportunities for those who otherwise might be denied the
pleasure and benfit of change and rest, The Albuquerque Daily and Sunday
ticket to Los Angeles, San Diego- and
Herald has arranged to provide a round-tri- p
the ocean beaches of Southern California (Pullman and meals enroute included)
for every person in New Mexico, young or old, who turns in forty (40) annual
subscription to The Daily and Sunday Herald.
For those who prefer an outing in the pine-cla- d
hills of New Mexico; or
a vacation trip" back to the old home," The Herald will provide an amount equal
to the total cost of the California trip offered above; upon receipt of forty (40)
subscriptions to The Daily and Sunday Herald.
-

paid-in-advan-

paid-inadvan- ce

This Offer is Open to Every

Citizen of New Mexico

No matter where you live; if your home is within the boundaries
cation with traveling expenses paid,

Is

of New Mexico, this offer of a

va-

at your command.

You Can Have Your Vacation Trip in
Return For

A

Few Hours Work In Spare Time

and thereafter one Commissioner
For the Amendment
shall be appointed every two years;
It's easy to sell the. Herald, because It's New Mexico's best daily and Sunday newspaper.
But to
Provided, however, that the members
of the Commission first to be appointed
make It all the easier for you, we've arranged for you to offer with each annual subscription to
shall be appointed during the regular
t
session of the legislature to convene in
The Herald, at no additional cost, a
subscription to
the year 1923, and provided further,
Against the Amendment
that until such Commission shall be
For the Amendment
duly appointed and qualified as herein;
above provided, the Commissioner of
No. 6
Public Lands elected at the general
election in the year 1920 shall continue
PROPOSING
JOINT RESOLUTIONOF SECTION 8, to
act as Commissioner of Public Lands
AMENDMENT
THE
with
all the powers and authority here
Against the Amendment
AR6,
SECTION
ARTICLE XX, AND
by him.
TICLE IV, OF THE CONSTITUTION tofore exercised
4.
"Section
The State Land CommisMEXICO.
NEW
OF THE STATE OF
locate, classify, and
C. S. for S. J. R. No. 4 Appr. Mch 11, sion shall select,
No. 2
have the direction, control, care and
.
1921
linn nroDoslng an Amend
Be it Iflesolved by the Legislature of disposition of all public lands, under
the provisions of the ActB of Congress
ment to Section 22 of article'II of the
the Stale of New Mexico.
thereto and such regulations
Section 1. That Section 3, of Article relating
Constitution of the State or JNew Mexas may be provided by law.
of
of
State
the
ico
XX, of the Consllution
"Section 5. The Commission shall
Joint Res. No. 9 (As Amended) Appr. New Mexico be and the same Is hereby
annually elect one of its members
March 8, 1921
amended to read as follows:
Be It Resolved
"Section 3. The term of office of Chairman and shall appoint a Chief
by the Legislature
and such other officers, assist
Clerk,
or
district
officer,
of the State of New Mexico:
every state, county
(COUPON)
Section 1. That Section 22 of Article except the governor of the state, and ants and subordlnants as may be requi
II of the Constitution of the state of those elected to fill vacancies, shall sue anu necessary ror me proper con
of
the
duct
Subscription
affairs
of
the
Pepartment
State Land
Now Mexico be amended so that the commence on the first day of January
shall prenext after his election. The term of Office. The Commission
said section shall read as follows:
own
of
scribe
The
Its
rules
order and pro
Herald, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Section 22. Until otherwise provided office of the governor of the state shall
cedure concerning Its official duties.
commence on the first day of Decem
by law no alien Ineligible to citizenThe
of
the
salaries
Commissioners shall
Send me a book of vacation trip order blanks and full information about your vahis election.
ship under the laws of the United Sta- ber next after
Section 2. That Section 6, of Article be fixed by6. the legislature,
tes, or corporation, copartnership or
"Section
All
of
the
duties powers,
association a majority of the stock or, IV, of the Constluion of the IsState of and
cation offer,
now by law Incumhereby bent prerogatives
Interest In which is owned or held by New Mexico be and the same
upon or vested In the Commls.
such aliens shall acquire title, lease- amended to reau as follows:
sloner of Public Lands of the State
"Section 5.
hold or other Interest In or to real
(Name)
(Town)
of New Mexico, shal as soon as the
n
(A). The regular bienestate In New Mexico.
nial session of the legislature shall be- first three members, appointed and con
name
(Give R. H., P. O. Box or Street No.)
(Write
firmed
plainly)
under
of
on
this
the
article
authority
gin at twelve o'clock, noon,
first Tuesday of February next after shall qualify be incumbent upon and
For the Amendment
each general election. No regular ses- vested in the State Land Commission,
sion shall exceed sixty days and no and said Commissions shall thereupon
be deemed to be the legal successor of
special session shall exceed thirty days,
the Commissioner of Public Lands of
(B). All moneys rethis State, and shall be bound by and
from
of
state
on
account
the
ceived
Amendment
the
nave
Against
power te eniorce all awrul conany source whatsoever, shall be paid
tracts, entered into by the CommissionInto the treasury thereof.
(CI. Tne legislature er of Publio Lands on behalf of the
shall not appropriate any money out State.
No. 3
7.
Any qualified elector, of
of the
except In accordance the"Section
RESOLUTION PROPOSING with thetreasury
A JOINT
State of New Mexico, who has atsection,
provisions ofOn this
tained
AN AM ENDM KNJ TO SECTION I
the
or before the
age of thirty years, and who
(D).
OF ARTICLE V OF THE CONSTITU- 15th day of January in each year next shall have been a resident of the State
TION OF THE STATE OF NEW nreceeding the regular biennial sea- - of New Mexico for five years next pre- MEXICO, ENTITLED "EXECUTIVE
iocuimk
State, excent the legislative depart' fied
snail ue qualito hold appointment
office as a member of the
DEPARTMENT."
muni, institution and agency of the
II. J. R. No. 19, Appr. Mch. 9, 1921.
slon of the legislature, every depart State Land Commission.
"Section 8 The State Land CommisBe It renolved by the Legislature of ment, shall submit to the governor of
the State of New Mexico:
the state a detailed statement showing sion shall have a seal with an appro
1
V
of
the
of
Article
thereon and such seal
Section
That
actual revenues and expenditures for priate device
to any instrument, signed by
Constitution of the state of New Mex- the two fiscal years Intervening since affixed
the
or
Chairman
Acting Chairman, and
ico, entitled "Executive Department" the last regular session of the legtsia
be and the same is hereby amended ture, together with estimates of ap attested by the Chief Clerk, shall be
to meet the flnan prima facie eveldence of the due execu
to read eh follows:
regulred
proprlations
tlon
n
thereof,
"Section 1. The executive departclal needs or sucii department,
"Section 9. Each member of the
ment shall consist of a governor, lieutor agency, itemized as the gover
Commission shall, before entering upon
enant governor, secretary of state, nur may. require.
his duties,
shall take the prestate auditor, state treasurer, attorney
Lut us supply your stationery needs
(E). On or before the scribed
oath, and shall execute
regular session a
general, superintendent of public In- twentieth day of every
In
of the State, In the
bond,
favor
the
shall
of
the
commissioner
of
struction and
governor
iegisature,
public
sum
of $50,000.00,
penal
conditioned
lands, who shall be elected for a term prepare, and shall submit to the legisWe do all kinds of commercial Printing
of two years beginning onthe first lature, a budget containing a detailed upon the faithful performance of the
statement and estimate of all antici- duties of his office.
day of January next after their
"Section 10. The Chairman of the
pated revenues of the state, and a com State
AND DO IT RIGHT
Such officers, except the superintendplete plan of proposed expenditures third Land Commission shall be the
member, together with the Govent of public Instruction, after having for the state government, during the ernor
and Attorney General, of the
served two consecutive terms, Hhall be ensuing biennlum.
created by Section
of
(F). For the purpose Commission
ineligible to hold any state office for of
Act of Congress, approved 11,
two years thereafter.
June
budget the governor the
preparing his to
1920, commonly called the Enabshall have power
The officers of the executive departrequire any board, 10th, Act."
ment, except the Lieutenant overnor, commission, officer or department to ling
during their terms of office, shall re- furnish him with any Information
side and keep the public records, books, which he may deem necessary.
(G). At the time the
Against the Amendment
papers and seals of office at the seat
of government,"
governor submits his budget to the
legislature, he shall also submit a bill,
to be known as the "General Appropriation Bill" which shall contain all
of the proposed appropriations of the
For the Amendment
For the Amendment
budget clearly itemized and classified;
and the presiding officer pf each house
shall, Immediately, cause said bill to
be referred together with the accomAgainst the Amendment
No. 8
panying budget, to the appropriate
JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING
committee for Its consideration. The A AN
AMENDMENT
TO SECTION
governor may, before final action there
No. 4 TO ANOTHER SECTION TO ARTITWO OF ARTICLE EIGHT OF THE contained shall not apply to tax levies have paid a property tax therein durto by the legislature, amend or suppleCLE IX, THE SAME TO BB NUMCONSTITUTION
OF
THE STATE OF authorized by the Fifth Legislature ing the preceding year, and a majority
ment said budget and general approA JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING
NEW MEXICO.
BERED 16,
and exempted from similar limitations of those voting on the question, deAN AMENDMENT
TO SECTION 6 priation bill, to correct any oversight,
C.
S.
a
in
laws.
R.
H.
S.
No.
J. R. No. 26, Filed Mch, 28, 1921
in
J.
for
21, Appr. March
posited
separate ballot box, shall
existing
OF ARTICLE VIII OF THE CON- or In case of any emergency, by delivhave voted in favor of creating such Be It Enacted by the Legislature of
12, 1921.
STITUTION OF THE STATE OF ering such amendment or supplement
debt."
Be
the
it
the
Resolved
to the presiding officers of both houses;
by
State of New Mexico:
Legislature of
NEW MEXICO, ENTITLED "TAXAFor the Amendment
Section 1. That the following amthe State of New Mexico
and such amendment or supplement
TION AND REVENUE."
1.
2
endment
Section
of
Arti
That
Section
to Article IX of the ConstituH. J. R. No. 41, Appr. March llf 1921. shall thereby become a part of said
cle VIII of the Constitution of the
tion of the State of New Mexico as an
For the Amendment
Be It Resolved by the Legislature of general appropriation bill as an addiNew
Mexico
of
same
State
section of said Article IX,
additional
the
be, and
tion to the Items of said bill or as a
the State of New Mexico:
to be numbered Section 16, is proposed
Section 1. That Section 6 of Article modification of, or a substitution for Is hereby amended to read as follows:
Amendment
the
2.
be
to
Sec.
to the electors of the
The
submitted
of
tax
maximum
rate
Against
VIII of the Constitution of the state any Item of said bill such amendment
state at an election to be held.
ation to be levied for all state proposof New M ex tea, entitled '"Taxation and or supplement may effect.
es
16,
Section
and
Laws
uses,
the
enacted by the
Including
(H). The legislature
educational,
Revenue," be and the same is hereby
Against the Amendment
Fifth Legislature authorizing; the Issue
9
may amend such general appropriation penal, and charitable Institutions, shall
No.
amended so as to read as follows:
not
and
exceed
of
on
six
mills
State
sale
the
dollar
bill
of
Items
therein
Highway Bonds for
by Increasing the
Section 6. The legislature may exthe purpose of providing funds for the
to the Judicial Department, the assessed valuation of all prooertv JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN
empt from taxation property of each relating
TWELto
OF
SECTION
In
and
AMENDMENT
construction
not
taxation
state.
the
or
but
The
amend
otherwise
subject
alter
improvement of State
may
No. 10
head of a family to the amount of two
rate of tax to be levied for
VE OF ARTICLE NINE OF THE
Highways and to enable the State to
hundred dollars, and the property of such bill, except to strike out or reduce maximum
OJP THE STATE OF JOINT RESOLUTION
PROPOSING AN meet and secure allotments of Federal
all County purposes and uses, exceptCONSTITUTION
times
therein.
every
honorably dlcharged soldier,
AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2 OF Funds to aid In construction and ImNEW MEXICO, ENTITLED "STATE
ing special school levies general school
sailor, marine and army nurse, and the action on the (I). Prior to the final tax
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITU- provement of roads, and laws so en
COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL INDEBT
levies special levies for health pur
general appropriation
widow of every such soldier, sailor, or
TION OF THE STATE OF NEW acted authorizing the Issue and sale
EDNESS."
the legislature may provide for poses, and special levies on specific clas
marine, who served In the armed forces bill
se
sof
not
shal
its
exceed
1921.
MEXICO, ENTITLED "COUNTY AND of State Highway Debentures to anfive
Mch.
and
No.
property,
14,
32,
H. J. R.
salaries, mileage
necessary leg
Appr.
of the United States at any time during
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS."
lb) mills on the dollar: Provided, Howthe collection of revenues
ticipate
expenses by special appropriaBe It Enated by the Legislature of
the period In which the United States isiative
a
from motor vehicle licenses and other
not
tax
J. R. No. 40, Appr. Mrc. 14, 1921.
to
H.
that
ever,
two
tion
(2)
limited
such
New
Mexico:
bills,
of
exceeding
specifically
the State
was regularly and officially engaged
Section 1. That Section 2 of Article revenues provided by law for the State
dollars of the assessed
1.
is hereby proit
That
Section
in any war. In the sum of two thous- purposes, but before final action on the mills on the
property subject to posed to amend Section 12 of Article X of the Constitution of the StateMuof Road Fund, shall, take effect without
appropriation bill, it shall not valuation In or allstate
and dollars. Provided, that In every genoral
this
submitting them to the electors of
may be levied for 9 of the State Constitution so as to New Mexico entitled "County and
case where exemption Is claimed on enact any other appropriation hill, ex- taxation
the
construction
of
and
the
recommendation
maintenance of read as follows:
nicipal Corporations" be and the same the state, and notwithstanding that
govcept
upon,
the ground of the claimant having ernor.
so
the
the
is
as
to
as
State
amended
total Indebtedness of the state may
read
hereby
Highways, which said two
"Sec. 12. No city, town or village
served with the military or naval
thereby temporarily exceed one per
levy shall not be within the shall contract any debt except by an follows:
(J). The governor may, (2) mills
forces of the United States as afore2.
centum
All
or
officers
State
shall
"Section
of the assessed valuation of
to
county
the legislaCounty limlltatlons heretofore ordinance which shall be Irreparable
any time recommend
said, the burden of proving actual and at
be elected for a term of two years, un- all property subject to taxation In the
The maximum rate of tax to be until the Indebtedness therein
providbona fide ownership of such property, ture supplementary budgets and sup- fixed
state.
levied
til
otherwise
no
law
for
and
all
Provided, that the total amount
provided by
general County school ed for shall have been fully paid or
appropriation bills bases
upon which exemption is claimed, shall plementary
the County of such State Highway Bonds payable
officer,
and uses shall not exceed
except
and which shall specify County
thereon, all of which shall be subject purposes
be upon the claimant."
School
from
to the same procedure as the original ten (10) mills on the dollar: Provided, discharged,
after
Superintendent,
having
proceeds of taxes levied on profor the purpose to which the funds
the general appropriation However, that an additional levy of to be raised shall be applied, and which served two consecutive terms shall perty outstanding at any one time
budget and
to
be
not
to
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not exceed two million dollars.
hold
shall
office
exceed
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on
any
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not
bill.
mills
eligible
County
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shall provide for the levy of a tax
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The legislature shal not enact any
twelve mills on the dollars for two years thereafter."
(K). After final action lar may be made with the Joint, writlaw
will decrease the amount
which
on the general appropriation bill, or ten consent of the Board of County exceeding
such
upon all taxable property within
of the annual revenues pledged for
on recommendation of the governor,
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town or village, sufficient to pay
Amendment
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Against
to
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of
payment
enacted
rate
tax
special appropriation may
the Interest on, and
extinguish the
bentures or which will divert any of
but every such appropriation, shall be to be levied fqr City, Town, or Village prlclpal of, such debt within fifty years
For the Amendment
such revenues to any other purpose
embodied in a separate bill, limited to purposes or uses shall not exceed five The proceeds of such tax shall be ap- so long as any of the Bald debentures
some single work, subject or purpose (5) mills on the dollar. The maximum
only to the payment of such
Issued to anticipate the collection
amount of tax to be levied for health filled,
therein stated.
and principal. No such debt
Amendment
5
the
thereof remain unpaid.
For
No.
(L). In the event of purposes shall not exceed
shall be created unless the questions
PROHOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION
mill. The maximum rate of tax of incurring the same, shall at a reguany inconsistency between any of the
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AMENDMENT TO
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provisions of this section and any of to be levied by school districts for spec lar election for councllmen, alderman
For the Amendment
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OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO. tion, the provisions of this section shall five (5) mills on the dollar. The fore-- , village, or at a special election duly
ENTITLED "CORPORATIONS OTH- prevail.
Hut nothing herein shall in going limitations shall not apply to called for that specific purpose, In the A JOINT RESOLUTION PROVIDINa
ER THAN MUNICIPAL" BY ADD- any manner affect the provisions of levies for the payment of the public same manner as for a regular elecFOR AN AMENDMENT TO THE
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CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF
debt or Interest thereon; Provided. tion, have been submitted to 'a vote
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NOTICE OF SALE

Advance Showing
Ladies'
Zephyr
Sweaters

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

Whereas, on the 10th day of June,
a certain cause pending

A. D. 1921 ,ln

In the District Court of the Sixth JuState of New
dicial District of the
County of
Mexico, within and for-th- e
Socorro, and numbered 8131 on the
docket thereof, wherein Silver City
plainSavings Bank, aH.corporation, is Minnie
Shelton and
tiff and Claude
B. Shelton are defendants, Judgment
was rendered In favor of the said plain
tiff and against the said defendants
for the sum or 13,767.10. togetner witn
Interest at the rate of eight per cent
per annum, and also the sums of $376.-7- 4
attorney's fees and costs $21.50; and
Whereas in and bv the said ludg- ment and decree it is adjudged that
the plaintiff in said cause has a first
lien by virtue or a certain mortgage
in said judgment and decree described
upon the hereinafter described lands
and premises to secure the said
amounts so adjudged to be due as

arore said: and
Whereas, in and by the said Judg
me nt and decree it was adjudged that
defendants pay unto plaintiff the said
amounts so as aforesaid adjudged to
oe uue piaintin on or before tne ibtn
of September A. D. 1921, and that
day case
in
of defendants failure so to
do the land and premises hereinafter
described, or so much thereof as may
be necessary, be sold to satisfv the
said Indebtedness: and
the said defendants, or
Whereas,
either or them have not paid to nlaln
tiff any of the said sums or any Dart
thereof; and
Whereas, the undersigned was bv
said Judgment and decree appointed
the commissioner of said court to make
sale of the hereinafter described lands
and premises for the purpose of satisfying the said judgment
Now, In pursuance of the Dower and
authority given and granted by the
said judgment and decree
the undersigned, Harry Booth, Commlssjner as
aforesaid does hereby give notice that
on Saturday the 17th day of September
or two o'clock
a. u, mat, at tne nour
n the afternoon of said day at the
front door of the post office In
Catron County, New Mexico, he
will offer for sale and sell at Dubllc
auction to the highest and best bidder
ror cash in hand those certain lots
or parcels of land, situate, lying and
being In the County of Socorro. State
of New Mexico known and described
as follows,
The Southwest Quarter of Section
wo (2). TownshlD twelve (121 South.
Range twenty West. New Mexico Prin
cipal Meridian; together with all im
provements and farming immements
thereon; or so much thereof as may
oe necessary to satisfy tne said in
debtedness due from defendants to
which will be at that date the
plaintiff
um of 13,767.40 principal and interest
to date of decree the sum of $376.74
attorneys rees. the sum of S81.19 in
terest from the date of said decree to
the date of said sale, the sum of $75.00
commissioner s tee allowed bv the
Court, and the sum of $21.50 costs,
elng an aggregate of $4,321.83. to
gether with accruing costs
Dated at Mogollon. New Mevico. this
zzna aay or July, a. d.
H. BOOTH,
Commissioner.

THE

UNIVERSAL CAft

.Ford Prices
.Drop!
Prices

These
F.

0.

B.

Detroit.

Glen-woo-

Baldwin Brothers
Incorporated

If you are ailing
You want Pure Drugs
And that is what you will always find at this Drug
Store, Our drugs are pure, fresh, and everything
you need is carried in stock.

We also have

full line of patent medicines,, Toilet

a

Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found
in an up to date Pharmacy.

GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE

O
NOTICB OF FOItr.f I.OSl ItIC

ABB .ALEXANDER,

J. R. GAUNT,

Vice-Pre-

s.

Cashier

Capital and Surplus

$35,000.00

Respectfully solicits the business of residents of the new oounty.
conEvery courtesy and accommodation extended our customers
sistent with safe, conservative banking methods.

AINT IT THE TRUTH
The florist says; 'Say It with folwers'
brighten the tedious hours;
But the darn Weatherman,
To the motoring fan
Does nothing but say It with showers.
To

LOCAL FAME

THE RESERVE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
A. Klehne, Pres.
W. J. Jones,
C. W. Harper, Secy.
O

FRENCH

Undertaking Parlors

EMBALMING
KILLING EP
Funeral Ptrnctor
Manager
Magdalen N. H
Teephone 120
C. C.

O
After an absence of four days ye
old home town
The ungrateful son la a wart on
The first four people he met did not the father's face ; to leave it Is a
remember him, .juid the next three blemish; to cut it off is painful.
did'nt know he had been away.
Exchange.

editor returned to the

Sedan,
Coupe,

Self-Start-

Self-Start-

er

er

and Demountable Rims

er

and Demountable Rims

Trucii, Pneumatic Equipment

510.00
370.00
465.00
760.00
690.00
495.00

Ocean to Ocean Garage Co.
Incorporated

Notice, Is Hereby Given that, where- District Court of the Seventh
udiclal District of the State of New
Mexico within and for the County of
Socorro, in an action pending in said
ourt, wherein The American National
Bank, of Silver City, New Mexico, was
plaintiff, and Claud Shelton, Minnie
Mer- Shelton and Jones-McKee- n
antle Company, a corporation, were
efenuants, for the foreclosure of a
hattel mortgage dated the 11th day
of July, A. D., 1917, executed by said
defendants, Claud Shelton and Minnie
B. Shelton, granting, bargaining and

Magdalena, New Mexico

s, in the

selling the personal property hereinafter described to secure the payment
of a certain promissory note for
One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
($1500.00)
and Interest the said court
did ,on the 14th day of July, A. D.,
1921, render its final judgment and
decree of foreclosure and sale, which
was thereafter duly entered of record
in said court wherein it was adjudged
and decreed that there was then due
and owing from the defendants, Claud
Shelton and Minnie B. Shelton, to the
plaintiff, as principal and interest on
said promissory note, the sum of One
Thousand Two Hundred Seventy-siDollars and Forty-fiv- e
cents ($1276.-45- ),
and the sum of One Hundred
Sixty-FivDollars and Fourteen Cents
($165.14) as attorney's fees; and that
said paintiff have and recovered of
and from the defendants, Claud Shelton and Minnie B. Shelton, the sum of
One Thousand Two Hundred Seventy-si- x
Forty-fiv- e
Dollars
and
Cents
with Interest Ihereon from
($1276.45),
tlie date of said judgment until paid,
at the rate of ten per cent (10 per
cent) per annum, and One Hundred
Sixty-fivDollars and Fourteen Cents
with Interest thereon from
l$165.14),
the date of said Judgment until paid,
at the rate of six per cent (B per cent)
per annum, and that the plaintiff have
and recover of and from said defendants, Claud Shelton and Minnie B.
Shelton, its costs incurred or to be
thereafter Incurred In said suit: that
all of the mortgaged property In said
decree and hereinaftr described, which
property is situate in said County of
Socorro to be sold at public auction
as an entlrey by the undersigned,
who
was In and by said decree appointed
commissioner to direct and conduct
said sale, and that the proceeds of said
sale be applied to the payment of the
various amounts adjudged and awarded to the plaintiff, and to the costs of
said suit and of the sale, the balance,
If any there be, to be paid by the undersigned commissioner Into court and
to be held subject to the court's further directions, as provided In said
decree.
Now, Therefore, notice is hereby
given that I, the undersigned, C. A.
Botsford, Commissioner, as aforesaid,
will, on Wednesday, the 31st day of
August, A. D., 1921, at ten (10) o'clock
In the forenoon, at the front door of
the Postofflce, at Mogollon, Catron
County, New Mexico, sell at public
auction, as an entirety, to the highest
bidder for cash (If the plaintiff, The
American
National Bank, of Silver
City, New Mexico, be the purchaser at
said sale, the price bid for said proeither in cash,
perty may be
or said plaintiffpayable
shall have the
to apply its said adjudged claim right
upon
Its bid in any sum up to the amount
of said claim and pay the costs herein,
and In any such case plaintiff shall
not be required to pay cash, provided,
however, that it must pay sufficient
cash to satisfy the costs of this suit
and costs and expenses of the sale) the
following
personal property, situate
in said County of Catron, (formerly
Socorro) and State of New Mexico,
described in said chattel' mortgage and
decree as follows,
All those
certain neat range cattle branded VA
on left ribs, also all those certain neat
range cattle branded V on left shoulder and T on left thigh, together with
the increase thereof, and which said
cattle are ranging on the Gila National Forest, aboit eight (8) miles
south of Pleasanton, in said County
of Catron and State of New Mexico.
Dated at Mogollon, New Mexico,
C, A. BOTSFORD,
8 13 21
Commissioner.
1921.
18th,
July
x
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RESERVE STATE BANK

$415.00

and Demountable Rims
Touring,
Runabout, Standard
Runabout, SelfhStarter and Demountable Rims
Self-Start-

SAI.R

e

A. KIEHNE, President.

Touring, Standard
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NOTICE
The Advocate Is now the official
organ, state and county and as such
will contain all legal ads of any description affecting lands In Caltron
county.

It is self evident that the people
--

of Catron county, the new subdivision of the state of New
Mexico, will want to know what
is going on in the new county.
This paper will publish all official
news in English and Spanish,
besides all local news of interest
both the county and State. We
want every one interested in the
new county to

Subscribe Now
i

i

FOR THE

Reserve Advocate

cmMr
'

J

With your help we can make
the paper what it should be and
give you a paper you will enjoy

want a solicitor who will
canvass the entire county and
We

it will prove profitable to any
one who takes up the offer and
devotes any time to the work
You do not want to miss an
issue af the paper. Address all
communications to the

ADVOCATE, Reserve, New Mexico
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SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
Walker

this name Is, of
T HILE
VV
course, the diminutive of
John or, rather, tne Anglicised
form of the French Jacques
It

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii

rJ

One side of his
put them together.
work kept him Interested In the other.
When n hoy Is at school or college
his reading Is divided Into two sorts
"voluntary" and "Involuntary." He
reads for pleasure and he reads for
business.

said that Charles E.
Hughes, the secretary of gtute, did
iinit rend novels or verse while lie was
lit tlie university, and that he wns so
absorbed In science as to miss all the
poetry and romance of college life.
To disprove this statement the H
iliiitiiiin of the John liny library at
(lie recent commencement
of Brown
university showed In a glass cose the
very hooks Unit Mr. Hughes had taken
iMt. They Included the regular novel
Ists that everybody Is supposed to
read, and such poets as Tennyson and
OMKON1C

Iiiik

Longfellow.

As

Is

ever

fin-

ished the same division should mark
later life.
Mrs.

Asmilth

In

her celebrated
"Autobiography" tells how he
to n sort of society the mem
bers of which agreed to do an hour's
serious reading every day.
Doctor Johnson said that If a man
read any subject for an hour dally he
could not help becoming "learned." His
own great difficulty was that he was

.

Vnrlety In reading Is Just as necessary as variety In food.
Some good people did not under-Man- d
this when they objected to nov-eJ- s
on principle us frlvllotis and a
waste of time.
A celebrated man of science of the
latter part of the Nineteenth century
used to find himself losing Interest In
Ills work every now and then. When
this took place he would shut himself
tip with a great supply of dime novels
and read nothing else for a week. Then
lie would go hack to his laboratory as
fresii as ever.

nobody's education

il

JACK.

By F. A.

WHAT A MAN HEADS.

unsystematic.
By rending certain things for recre
ation nnd at the same time following
a course laid down In
advance, a person gets the additional benefit of dis
cipline.
In
the Eighteenth centurv thev
thought nothing of reading through
Homer, Virgil and Shakespeare once
a year. No wonder
they were able to
think In those days.

nppenrs

in

English

In

a

nnd

Union-Jac-

black-Jac-

-Jack,

jack-tar-

-

-

k

ofthe

E

-

CITIES

The reason for this usage Is
because the proper name or
nlcknnme, "Jack," has for many
years past been applied In England to servants or laborers as
a class.
Jack Is a handy and
easy nnnie for a waiter or a
caddy, or a groom, much as many
Americans apply the name
George to any negro porter. For
this reason, many appliances
which are subject to rough usage
or which perform the tasks of
a laborer are known
by the
prefix "'jack," with a noun which
designates the use to which they
are put.
The expression "Jack
nf all trades" Is another exemplification of the same usage,
while the substitution of the
name "Jack" for the "knave" In
n pack of cards Is an Indication
of the hard usage which this gentleman undergoes at the hands
of the queen, king nnd ace.
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ON THIS BEACH

Parking
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This
i wealthy, exclusive, aristocratic,
fashionable,
neighbor of
Chicago Is observing new rules when
approaching, sitting beside, and bathing
In Lake Michigan. Placards have been
posted by the city's park board.
Particularly oppressive is the regula
tion considered which forbids dogs
Hereafter society
upon the bench.
women will be denied the company of
their blue ribbon canines when they
sit upon fhe land. For Lake Forest
administrators have banned the pedl- greed ptirps along with dogs that have
bar s'nlster.
"Joint use of a bathing pool by hu
man beings and dogs may be approved
states the placard
In some places,
w!th dignity, "hut there Is a legitimate
difference of opinion on the subject,
and life guards have been Instructed
to enforce this rule strictly, regard-less of the class of dog involved. If

AKE

I L L.

FOREST,
n

one dog is allowed all must be allowed,
and when dogs congregate fights usually
result."
Not so democratic Is the park board,
however, In regnrd to the species
homo. Hoi Pollol of Chicago and his
three sons Tom, Dick, and Harry
are effectively banned from debarking
from their flivver and entering the
sacred water which abounds Just east
of Lake Forest by a parking charge
of $1 on Sundays and holidays. Citi
zens of the village may get a season
parking ticket for 25 cents.
"Many people In Lake Forest," explains the placard, "thought they could
not take their wives and children to
the lakeside park because at any time
they were likely to be subjected to
profanity or other Improper language.
There were booze parties, beach
lizards, and others better not mentioned.

"There was a growing tendency on
the part of visitors to use their autos
for dressing rooms. Many outsiders,
both men and women, would undress
In shrubbery on the bluff.
"Bathing costumes for ladies and
gentlemen shall he consistent with
Imordinary principles of decency.
proper costumes shall be noted by the
life guards. Some of the costumes
worn by visitors have made this action
necessary.

Death Joins in the Play of Two Girls
joo3n

SSwVimt

, Vot.

iUwfer

(WOVE.
C KDARaccident
moil
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An uncom
grist mill

In an Idle

by John P. Kneer resulted In
Injuries which will probably prove
fatal to his
daughter,
Lillian, and her plnymate, Adelaide
The children set a
Wldenor. six.
balance wheel
heavy disconnected
(ruing rapidly by repeated shoves with
their hands and then were crushed
between its outer edge and the floor
of (lie mill when they tried to ride on
owned

Hie wheel.
The wheel Is fifteen feet In dinm- eter. It Is set on a well greased axle
so that half of It Is above the floor

EE

and the other half under. The children climbed around the half above the
floor and after a while got the heavy

By JESSIE ROBERTS

whi'el

moving slowly. By shoving It
they were utile to scramble on, ride
to the opposite end of the half-circl- e
and then land on the floor. At length
they stopped riding for a few minutes,

.'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiin

THAIMXO SALESWOMEN'
ITsmall

MOTHER'S
COOK BOOK

.

devoting their attention to making the
wheel go fast. Then they decided to
ride again and Jumped on.
The wheel was whirling with much
greater rapidity than either child
It Jerked thein around
realized.
lug

and when you know your

There are splendid opportunities for

LYRICS OF LIFE

saleswomen nowadays. It Is one of
the big professions now open to worn
en.
Hut It Is a difficult one, with
Br DOUGLAS MALLOCH
much competition nnd un nlmost end
less amount of training.
It requires
luird work and natural aptitude.
I
THE EASY CURE.
think the girl I met that day Is going
to succeed. She hud the right Idea and
a
had
hurt today,
the love for It, too. But don't think
YOU I know little
It by your face,
when you hear of the big salaries and
A hurt
you hoped to hide away,
womierrui opportunities In that pro
And yet It left a trace.
fession, that you enn get these without
You trietl to weur the usual smile,
deserving them.
Yet futilely you tried
(Copyright.)
That little trouble all the while
Was hurting you Inside.

U

.
.

This Is a difficult world Indeed
And people are hard to suit.
The man that plays the violin
Is a bore to the man with a Mute.

"V,

Ily, my. I wish that money, too,
Would earn the Interest
That ordinary troubles d)o
We carry In our breast I
Inside ourselves deposited
They grow nnd grow and grow.
But not in gold a load of lead
Is all we ever know.

Apple and Banana Salad.
coop out apple halls, cover with
lemon Juice, and prepare banana balls.
using u small French potato cutter.
Heap on head lettuce, sprinkle with Now, I've a simple little plan
FAVORITE DISHES.
I've used with little Ills,
paprika and serve with a highly sea
It comes to cooking for tho soned b reach dressing or a rich may I'm glad to tell to any man
Who's blue around the gills:
WHEN
the housemother
does onnnlse.
Just nsk yourself : "This little ache,
Indeed have a hard time to suit all
This trouble, anyhow,
String Beans With Beurre Noir.
iiiemliers, if they are not normal In
Prepare a quart of beans cut Into Just how much difference will It make
tl.elr upiietltes.
A
Inch pieces.
Cook In boiling salted
year or so from now?"
water ; drain and place on a hot dish.
Honey Mousse.
Pour over the following sauce: Melt What was It that you used to wantj
Heat one cupful of
What wns It made you sore?
of a cupful of butter until
Peut four eggs slightly and
honey.
a delicate brown, ndd four tnblespoon-- f Your woes a year ugo you can't
pour the hot honey over them. Cook ills
Hemeniber any more!
until smooth and thick; when conked the of vinegar; when hot pour over The thought of troubles you forgot
and serve at once. Salt pork
henna
Put
a
add pint of cream, whipped.
the cut In
Will cut the new In half;
small dice nnd fried until brown
mixture Into a mold, pack in salt and
And then, I bet, as like as not
In place of butter for this
used
be
may
Ice and let stand three or four hours.
You will not smile hut laugh
dish.
I'our the fat, with the hits of
(Copyright)
browned
over
the
beans.
pork
O
Carrots a la Poulette.
medium-sizeWash'und scrape eight
Delmonico
Peach
Pudding.
THE CHEERFUL CHERUB
carrots. Cut I hem Into t.iln slices,
Turn a pint enn of peaches Into a
cook In n small amount of salted
dish.
two
Scold
cnpfuls of
boiling water with one thinly sliced pudding
3o rvwny tKincJs
When milk in u double holler. Mix two and
onion ; season with pepper.
tablespoonfuls of cornstarch
I tkinU.
tender add two tablespoonfuls of buttaniespoonruis or sugnr
ter mixed with flour, stirring constant- wnn tnree
tkis
Upon
f
and
funny et-rt- k
teaspoonful of salt. Stir
ly, and Just before serving stir In the Into
1
hot
the
cook,
whers
milk;
until
consider
Kidh
two
stirring
eggs. Serve
yolks of
the mixture thickens, then cover and
Keele.c( shoes
ag goon as the eggs are cooked.
cook
for fifteen minutes.
Beat the
I
could slnmeU with
yolks of two eggs, add a tablospoon- Tomatoes With Ham.
ftil
of
nnd
stir
Into
the
hot
sugar
In
tomatoes
Cut medium-sizeVTC""
mixture. When the egg Is set pour
halves, dip in seusoucd flour and fry
over the pennies, lieat the whites of
In
sides.
on
both
another
Fry
,brpwn
tlio eggs very light, add four table
'frying pun as many small round slices
spoonfuls of sugar, spread over the
Lof ham as there are halves ot tomapudding. Dredge with a teaspoonful
toes. Broil the ham until orlsp. Place of
and hake In a moderate oven
slice of ham on the tomato and pour to sugnr
cook the meringue. Serve hot or
over the ham gravy. Serve sprinkled cold.
pith chopped parsley.
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We lead In this as
other lines. Charles Hair & Beauty
16th St., Denver, Colo.
I 'OH
KI.OUKIts
Al.l, OCCASIONS.
I'aik Plural Co., 1643 Broadway.
IIUAITV PAIII.OIIN.
Hair Goods by
mall. Milllcent Hart Co. 721 15th St
II

Bhop, 410

lioim-Al.l.K- N
jrcwKl.lir CO. Diamonds, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1873.

THE NKW YORK

11, EATING CO.

for belt pleating, hrnutltrhlng, corered buttons and button faolei. Wriu lor tataloi.
1523 Stout. Denwr, Colo.
UV

YOUR

GROCERIES

AT

WHOLESALE

PRICES.

StHkirenn' Whaleiale Sapsly Co., 1523 Nineteenth St.

Four Drowned in Ontario.
Ottawa, Out. In an unsuccessful
attempt to save his
daughter, Lauru, Tliomns Toohey, age S3,
and three other members of his family were drowned in Otter lake. Laura,
the youngest, wailed beyond her depth
while bntlilng a few feet from shore.
Kathleen nnd Dorothy, trying to reach
Laura, soon got beyond their depth
and sank. .Mr. Toohey and his son,
Bernard, who were nearby, jumped
the water mill swum to where the
girls. had disappeared. They succeeded
in bringing them to the surface, but
were unnble to conduct them snfely
to the shallow waters. They ull sank
lu-t- o

'Jlllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'J:
1 THE GIRL ON THE JOB

WAS a thriving little store in a
village in Now England. I hud
some chintz to get, and she wns a real
help In bulling something, though the
Slock wns necessarily limited. Hut she
bad tuste. and a sense of color, and
she wns Interested.
I found that she hud graduated that
year from high school, and gone Into
the store to earn money dining the
summer, and that she meant to go to
the city and try for the position of
saleswoman in one of the large department stores. She asked me what I
thought of her chances,
I advised her to go to the highest-clas- s
store of the kind she wished to
work for.
"Take n lot of pains with your appearance. Remember that you are not
only applying for the Job that Is now
open to you, when you are Ignorant
and untrained, hut for the Job In the
future when you have got your train- -

&
SKHVICK.

AND

IIIOIITA.

How Lake Forest Adores Its Big Neighbor!

c

ft hits been snld of Toe that he
would have made n good detective because of Ids gift for fitting together
n criminal
mystery. The Idea was
that he would have been able to take
criminal puzzles to pieces as well as

How to Succeed How to Get
Ahead How to Make Good

"Eric Cords"

QUALITY

Wrlla

together.

twelve-year-ol- d
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ALWAYS
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(Copyright.)
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num-

ber of ways which apparently
with the
have no connection
name. Among these may be menlumberiack-kniftioned hoot-Jac-

(Copyright.)

On the other hand, a certain French
novelist, whenever he found himself
In need of a mental rest used to read
the Criminal Code.
Onirics Darwin ns he grew older
Just nil interest In poetry, hut found
fcrcntlipii in novels with good lively
films tlint held his attention.
One reason why detective stories are
so popular with all sorts of renders Is
because lliey appeal to the love of
mystery which Is almost universal.

GOOD TALES

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS

mirth

Will Marry Convict

nlmost Instantly, coming to a stop with
both Jammed against the floor and
crushed by Its momentum.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Kneer
heard the
children's screams and ran to them
Dr. William L. Bird was called nnd
found that Lillian had a fractured
Jaw, fractured collarbone and Internal
injuries. The other child had both feet
badly crushed, her right leg broken
nnd Internal Injuries.
Kneer put the Injured children In
his automobile and, accompanied by
ids wife and by Dr. Bird, drove to
the Easton hospital at Boston, Pa
twenty miles from his mill. It was
snld at the hospital the children had
little chance to recover.

18,000.000 Facing Starvation.
London.
Eighteen millions of Russians are facing death in the famine
district, nccoiiling to the latest estimates from Itinu. The starvation zone
is 800 miles long, stretching along the
middle and lower Volga valley. The
Poles luive discussed closing the frontier but the fact that l,r00,000 Poles
held prisoner In Itussin are being returned imikes the closing difficult even

l

politically advisable.

Business Conditions improving.
Washington. More active Inlying
Vy retail dealers in some sections of
the country during July indicates n
slight improvement In the business situation,
nccoiiling to Archer Wall
Douglas, chairman of the committee
on statistics nnd
standards of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, in a monthly review of business conditions.

Reduction in Crop Yield.
Washington Practically every important farm crop showed a loss In
prospective production as n result of
the day when he will be taken to adverse conditions during July. The
the state prison at Canon City to be Department of Agriculture's report
gin serving a sentence of from five forecasts 52,000,000 bushels less wheat
to ten years for robbery with a gun than estimated a month ago, 91,000,-00bushels less corn, 102,000,000 bushLong's departure for Canon City has
been deferred a few days to permit els less oats and 01,000,000 bushels less
potatoes.
the nuptial ceremony.
"You see," Miss Nay explained, as
she placed a slice of watermelon beOlympic Makes Fast Trip..
New York. The liner Olympic com
fore a customer. "I don't care If the
whole world knows how I feel and pleted her fastest transatluntlce voywhat I think nbout it. I want my age, having mtide the trip from Southman to have the consolation of know
ampton and Cherbourg in five duys, 18
hours and 18 minutes. Sir Bertram
Ing when he goes to that awful penl
tentlnry that I am waiting for him Hayes, her commander, said the big
and that I am his. We were expecting boat would have done better had she
to be married before all this trouble not been delayed longer than usual at
came up and I don't want the wedding the French port.
to he put off because some people were
Dr. Harding Marries Nurse.
persuaded to think that he could do
such a thing. I wnnt him to know that
Monroe, Mich. Dr. George T. Hard
I'm his through thick and thin and that ing, father of President Warren G.
I still believe in him In spite of every
HnrtliiiB, came to Monroe, married Miss
Alice Severns, for ninny years nurse
thing."
Long wns convicted of the robbery In his office at Marion, Ohio, and left
of Gale Brown and Dave Smith at the city before more than a score of
night. He contended throughout the Monroe citizens nnd guessed his identrial that he was Irresponsibly In- tity. Dr. Harding Is 70 years old,
toxicated at the time of the robbery, while his bride Is 52.
and that he knew nothing of what he
was doing.
Racing to Port Prohibited.
Washington. Midnight racing of Im- migrant-lndesteamers Into American
harbors to land the monthly quotas In
the first minutes of the first day of
the new month, may be done away with
If ship line officers nnd (migration of
ficials enn get together and formulate
a new ngreement.
The difficulty is
said to be with the smaller lines.

and Wait for Him
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From behind the coumer
Dr of a Seventeenth
street lunchroom
a girl llled
gray eyes and
smiled ut her Inquisitor, a brave sweet
smile.
"There Isn't much to tell," she said.
"We'll be married in a few days, but
there's nothing
remarkable
about
that. Any one would feel as I do
under the circumstances and of course
we'll be murried Just the same as If
nothing had happened."
The girl was Miss Beulah Nay,
blond, young and pretty.
Before the
week Is out she expects to become
Mrs. William T. Long, and thereby
hangs the tale.
For her fiance sits behind the bars
of a cell In the county jail awaiting
heavy-lidde-

n

And AH This Happens in Eleven Weeks
EAT PLEASANT, Md. Once again
Maryland Jury has placed its
stamp of approval upon the unwritten
lnw, proclaimed anew the "southern

gentleman's" doctrine that the sanctity
of the home and the purity of the
hearthstone are above the law nnd
freed the slayer of n wife's paramour.
Not only was William

E. Goetz, an

accountant and tax expert, exonerated
by a jury here of all responsibility
for the death of Albert J. Byrd, a
World war veteran, whom he shot to
dentil a few days ago, but the members of the jury which acquitted him
In twenty minutes shook hands with
and congratulated him.
Simultaneously with his liberation at
the hands of a coroner's jury Goetz,
who had named his victim as corespondent, was granted an absolute
divorce and the custody of his five
children. At the time the divorce decree was signed by the judge in Nashville, Tenn,, former home of Goetz and
his wife, the corespondent had been
dead and burled several dnys.
Within the brief space of eleven
weeks a woman happily wed for elght-M- fl

years and the mother of

Ave chll- -

Learn to Soar, $120.
Croydon, England. Forty dollars
an hour is the cost of lenrnlng to fly
at nn airplane school just opened here.
If you're quick, you can learn to op
erate a "ship" In three hours. Then,
dren had been wooed and won by a if you have more coin, you can take
course, Including
chance-me- t
Don Juan, their liaison a
and other stunts.
had become a matter of village gossip,
the husband had slain the Intruder and
Child Saved After Seven Hours.
sued for and received a divorce, together with the plaudits of a jury fot
Eureka, Cullf.
Betty
slaying the Interloper, and resumed the Jean Sanders of Garfield, Wash.,
routine of his life as If nothing had girded with a
big life belt, was tossed
happened.
about on the
sea for seven
It was while Mrs. Goetz, accomhours after the sinking of the Alaska
five
her
en
Uy
was
children,
panied
before she was picked up by rescuers.
route from Nashville to Washington
The child was In charge of her grandIn a Pullman car that she first met Byrd.
The woman plnced the life
They became such good friends that mother.
within a day or two Byrd appeared at belt about the little one and took her
the Goetz home, about five miles from with her in one of the lifeboats. The
the national capital and took m; boat upset In launching, and the cMld
was thrown into tho sea.
quarters In thu village.
Four-year-ol-
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DEVICE WARNS DRIVER THAT GAS
SUPPLY NEEDS QUICK ATTENTION
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New Shoes
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all feel the same
if you shake into
them some
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INFORMED

Farmers Advised to Study Market Re
ports In and Out of Season to
Keep Posted.
(Prepared

by

the U. 8. Department
Agriculture.)
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How cnn the farmer and stock
er turn the live stock reports of the
rais-

One of the most uncomfortable
things tn the world Is suddenly to discover, when one Is motoring far from
a supply station, that the gasoline
tank Is empty or nearly so. Every automobile driver meets with an adventure of this sort at one time or another.
There ought surely to be some contrivance thut would give timely advance warning to the motorist of such
a happening.
A device newly patented by William
Gran of Watervllle, O., performs this
useful duty admirably. It is very simple, consisting of a float that hangs on
the end of a vertical rod which passes
upward through the cap of the gasoline
tank and with its upper end holds suspended a ball of metal.
As the surface level of the fluid in
the tank is lowered the float, of course,
descends correspondingly. The rod attached to the float descends with the

FIX CARBURETOR
TO AVOIDJ.EAKS
Difficulties

Greater

Cases

in

Engines Have Been
Use for Long Time.

Where
in

CAUSES

To

FOR

ACTION

UNEVEN

latter (through a tube) until the metal
ball dangling from the upper end of
the rod is low enough to hang within
a cup formed by an Inverted bell which
surmounts the tank cap.
The upper end of the rod is bent in
a curve, so that the metal ball attached to its extremity by a short
chain may dangle directly above the
bell.
middle of the
The movement of the automobile
keeps the metal ball constantly swing
ing to and fro. But it cannot strike
the sides of the bell until the lower
ing of the float in the tank has caused
It to descend to a certain point, which
may be determined beforehand by ad
lustment of the float.
Therefore, when the driver hears
the bell ringing It warns him that he
has got ouly Just so much gasoline
left. And the bell, having started,
keeps on ringing and demanding at
tentlon to the emergency.
d

AUTOMOBILE

AWNING

STORM

Protection Afforded Driver
Ample
From Rain, Sleet or Snow-Vi- sion
Unobseured.
The Scientific American In illustrat
ing and describing an automobile
storm awning, the invention of G,
H. Hunt, Monroe Center, 111., says:
The Invention relates to awnings
to be used In connection with the top
of an automobile to protect the upper
part of the wind shield from rain
snow or sleet so that the vision of the
driver will not be obscured, and also
for shutting out the rays of the sun

Trouble Opening Should
Narrowed to Give Stream of
Entering Air Greater Velocity In Chamber.

Remedy
Be

Much has been written about the
difficulties of carburetion under normal conditions, when the engines under consideration are in good shape;
but the difficulties nre even greater In
the case of engines thut have been
Showing the Invention Applied to an
used for a long time.
Automobile.
Some of the common complaints are
of the
"galloping engine's" or elevated street lights. A more
inability to throttle to a low speed specific object is to provide a water
and an unaccountable missing or skipproof flexible awning which can be
ping.
operated from within the automobile,
vathe
gasoline
diluting
arms on
there being
pors are the foremost causes of irregu- the sides of the wind shield to forlar action. Seldom does the air leak wardly project the awning, and lock-Irtthrough a loose gasket, but the hole
means for holding the supporting
through which the stem of the throttle arms.

bureau of markets. United States Department of Agriculture, Into dollars
is frequently asked.
The answer Is for the farmer to ge
so much Information out of the re
ports that he can conduct his breed
ing, feeding and marketing operations
a little more Intelligently In the fu
ture, and therefore more profitably
than In the past.
Market reports are history, and the
chief value of history Is the basis
which it provides on which to forecast the future. In other words, what
has happened In the past will prob
ably occur again under the same or
similar circumstances.
Small benefit Is generally derived
from rending a single market report,
or one covering a short period of time,
Markets move in cycles, uud the man
who would keep Informed must follow
them diligently in season and out.
This Is a matter of particular Impor
tance to the stockman, because his
business Is, to un unusual degree, a
long time speculation. He must prepare now and lay his plans today In
light of what he thinks the market
will be anywhere from six months to
two years hence, liut how will the
department's reports assist him In
doing this?
First of all, he should take Into ac
count potential supplies of the par
tlculur class of live stock In which he
Is Interested. Assume that cattle is
his line. The monthly report. Stock
at Stockyards, gives the number of
cattle and calves marketed from
month to month through 08 central
markets. If such movements are un
usually heavy for any considerable
time, It may Indicate a cattle short
age during the next year or two, and
a shortnge of any commodity usually
means higher prices.
This same report also shows the
number of cattle and calves that went
back to the country ns stockers and
feeders. If such movements were
light, It would help to con
firm the belief that a comparative
shortage In cattle was Impending. On
the other hand, heavy stocker and
feeder shipments would go a long way
toward neutralizing the Importance of
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the Carburetor and the
Valves Make the Engine
in

Fire.

valve protrudes, due to wear, provides an air leak that should be remedied. Take the lever off, bush the
hole with the shell of a rifle cartridge
or similar Dlece of tubing to keep the
air from penetrating at this point. Now
remove the Intake valves, mscaratne
exhaust valves and use the intake
valves In their place. Purchase new
Intake valves and if these do not fit
the holes snugly, ream the extreme
ends of the valve guide and place a
copper or brass bushing at each end
or entirely through, If desired.
and use a
Fit a small grease-cu- p
graphite grease, and the leakage of
air at this place will be overcome.
and fit new
Remove the piston-ring- s
ones with lapped ends that will effectively stop all leaks at this place.
In some carburetors a removable
tube Is used which can be taken out
and bushed or given a heavy coating
of solder to close the opening. The ob- ject Is to narrow the opening and to
give to the stream of entering air
greater velocity. If the carburetor has
no preheater, one should be added.
With the carburetor removed, push
ihe butterfly throttle valve to Its
closed position and note the small opening through which the engine gets
its fuel, which will give you some Idea
of the Importance of closing the small

During the summer season motorists
should give frequent attention to the
radiator, advises a motor car manu
facturer. It should ulwajs be kept
tilled, and at intervals It should be
flushed out and filled with clean water,
In connection with efficient operation
of the cooling system, fan belt adjust
ment should be made, for the fun is
needed In summer. The position of the
spnrk lever should be watched to see
that It is kept In an advanced post
tlon, thus assuring better cooling of
the motor.
Minor parts, such as spring shackles
wheel bearings, steering connections
and universal Joints, require oiling
more often In summer. It Is wine to
use a heavier grade of lubricating oil
than In colder weather, and oil should
be drained from the motor at Intervals
not to exceed every 1,000 miles.

AUTO MD BILE
.S.--
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Sixty per cent of the production
gasoline is used by motor vehicles.

i

At one time It was considered un
conventional for a woman to drive hei
own car.
Twelve thousand motor vehicles are
operated by rural schools in the TJnl
ted States.

Market Reports Are Read With Much
Interest by Progressive Farmers,
the heavy receipts, for the stockmen
would know that most of those cattle
going back to the country must be re
turned to market during the next few
weeks or months and enter consumption channels.
Having established In this fashion
a

broad basis for his operations, let

us ussume the stockman is feeding a
lot of steers for the market. He must
now give market reports more careful
and persistent attention than before.
It Is quite Important that he know
what kind of cattle are In best demand on the principal markets. If
there Is a steady Inquiry for heavy
finished cattle, and that kind are sell
ing at a premium over lighter weights,
It will probably pay him to "feed his
cattle out," unless the cost of feed
Is exceptionally high.
If, however, consumptive demand
seems to be drifting steudily toward
lighter etnll cuts of meat, or, because
of general business depression or some
other cause, Is centering chiefly on
the lower and cheaper grades, he may
find It more profitable to market his
cattle at an earlier age and before
they have attained great weight.
Abundant Information along tblt
line will be found both in the live

stock market reports and the reports
conditions In
dealing with
the large consuming centers.
In this connection the stockman will
also be Interested In keeping advised
A motor trip from Paris to Verdun,
as to whether the slaughter of meat
through the devastated regions and Is Increasing or decreasing and wheth
return costs 245 francs.
er the movement applies equally to all
classes of meat, or whether slaughter
Street cars have the right of way of beef Is decreasing while thut of
This
between cross streets over all pti; some other class Is Increasing.
Information Is obtainable from the
vutely owned vehicles In Kansas City.
statistical report covering the live
openings that give a combined area Mo.
utock and meat situation, which If
guiliclent to dilute the mixture until
Since 1899, the first year In which based on the federal
It will not burn, which accounts for
Inthe skipping of the engine in many statistics are available, there have reports of the bureau of animal
been built in the United States llv dustry and Is also published moutlilj
cases. George Luers in I'opulnr Sciby the bureau of markets.
839,483 motor vehicles.
ence Monthly.
cutouts are prohibited
any public highway In the state
Pennsylvania.
Muffler
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Profitable Plan for Farmers In Community to Get Together and Purchase Implement
Once two tenms of horses and at
least two men used to be required to
level and grade roads.
Now we have
the one-ma- n
machine, which does the
Job In half the time and never gets
tired. Like all modern devices of this
nature, it Is, of course, driven by gasoline.
The single operator manipulates all
the levers that control the cutting
blades and also takes enre of the engine. All the controls me placed at
his elbow.
If you live In a community where it
Is the custom for each man to con- -
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Warning Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
nre not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for tweuty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only ns told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, .Neuralgia, Hheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Handy tin
Lumbago and for Pain.
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of As-- j
plrln cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Mononcetlcacldester of Snllcycac'd.
Advertisement.
1

'

They Weren't Cherries.
While going through the grocery department of one of our large stores
recently I noticed a crowd uround a
demonstrator, but I paid no attention
to what she was saying. On the table was a dish of what I thought were
limi'asehino cherries. I took one and
put It In my mouth. With the first
bite I had the crowd around me. I
thought I wus poisoned and could not
understand the luughlng am) screaming of the crowd. Instead of a cherry,
as I thought, It was a capsule containing coloring matter for oleomargarine
that the lady was demonstrating. My
lips, chin and waist were colored u
1 must
have looked
beautiful yellow.
like the Yellow Kid. This cured me
of the bad habit of sampling things.
Exchange.

Farm Is Made More Accessible to
Doctor and Nurse
Danger in
Travel Is Reduced.
It mny seem a long way from good
roads to better babies, and yet the
two ore closely connected.
America has a great rural population, throughout which babies are being born every day.
Those babies and their mothers
need care, the visit of the nurse, the
services of the physician, often of the
surgeon, and how are they to have it
If between lie miles of road Impassable
alike to automobile or buggy?
Of what use Is the little hospital at
the county seat if the woman whose
life depends upon Its care cannot be
taken there swiftly and comfortably?
What difference does It make that
the town physician may be a very wizard nt treating diphtheria, If long before he cau arrive at the farm the lit
tle throat has been closed by the
deadly film, or the little heart stopped
liy the depressant poison?
Medical and surgical honors are
generally claimed for the city when
as a matter of fact the country doctor
is often possessed of a skill us com
plete as his heart Is big.
Make the farm accessible to the doc
tor uud nurse, make the hospital and
the health center accessible to the
Nature and skill will do the
farm.
rest. Concord Monitor.

THIN

The best way to heat a poor carpet
buy a good one.

ROADS ARE EXPENSIVE

MacAdam was years ahead of his
age and years behind this one. The
builders of the Applan Way knew
more about building a road for a mo
tortruck than MacAdam, strange as It
may appear. It Is the general opinion
road
builders an opinion
among
greatly quickened and altered by the
war that the light stone road, be it
surfaced or oil treated In what way
you will, Is not the road to build In
the face of an avalanche of motor
trucks that Is coming In the next few
years. The motorcar brought oil to
the road as a necessity. The water
bond, which worked so well with Iron
tires and Iron shod hoofs, Is useless
against the suction of the pneumatic
tire. But the oiled stone road that
car with ease
holds the 3,000-poun- d
truck and
will not carry the five-to-n
last.
The railroad builders have found
thut for heavy traffic It pays to use
the heaviest steel rails, the finest wood
for ties and the best broken stone,
and plenty of It, for ballast.

Vegetables in Fall Garden.
It should be remembered that prac- tcally all vegetables grown In the
spring garden can be grown also In
the fall garden, and such vegetables
seeds as were left over from spring
olnntlngs may be used la the full.

m
'

WASTED

NOT WHOLLY

Academic
Youth Missed
Acquiring
Knowledge, but Probably Learned
Something Worth While.
The pursuit of learning Is not always nil easy matter, as u young student found who set forth from liris-banto study at Edinburgh, for when
he reached the port of Millionth he
found thut, owing to having taken 200
days on the journey at sea, the term
was over. Contrary winds and other
contretemps accounted for the delay,
during which the crew hod to set
about finding means of turning some
of the corn they were carrying as
cargo Into bread. They found an old
bcrry-mll- l
hut the story Is too long
to tell. It Is one of the sen's many
yarns, nnd leaves the conviction that
that student, if he is worth his salt,
will not object to having lost some of
the academic year learning of the
ways of n barque on the ocean.
Christian Science Monitor.
Between Two Fires.
The young couple were dihing out.
In lie middle of their meal a tall ami
beautiful woman passing near their
table give the young man n look of
recognition and a smile.
So dangerous was the smile Unit the
girl suiil, "John, who was thut woman?"
John held up his bund.
"Now, for goodness sake," lie said,
"don't get bothering me about who
she Is. I shall have trouble enough explaining to her who you ure."

They
Why are people diffident?
parently overestimate others.

AQTOHi

Ordinary Rock Surface Under Motor
Traffic Coming in Next
Few Years.

Foot-Fi-

16799

TIME

New One to Her.
One of Kansas City's welfare societies provides a summer camp for
children.
Each child Is given a thorough outing for $1 a week. Childreu
are not ucccpted under the age of
'l
nine, but now and then a
child gets by a few months younger.
The other day u little girl with all tlm
earmarks of seven years applied with
"How old are
a dollar at the camp.
you?" she was asked. "Nine," replied
"When were you
the child glibly.
eight?" This wus an unexpected question. "Eight?" she stammered; "why,
do you have to be eight before you
ate nine?" Kansas City Star.

Is to

Alitor Allen's

A.

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Holland's National Remedy since 1686.
AU druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name GoM MeU! on ercry bos
and accep! no imitation

curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
stands the
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
of distressing cases.
thousands
upon
t
Swamp-Roomakes friends quickly because its mild and immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases. It it a gentle,
healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer
Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
ample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

Men are like rivers the deeper they
are, the less noise they make.

feet are tired, sore
and swollen from
walkineor dancing.
sprinkle ALLEN'S
KUOT-EA&- b
in tne
foot-batand enloy
the bliss ol leet with
out in ache.
Over 1.500 000 lbi
of Powder for the
Feet were used bv
lour Army and Navy
during the war.

GOLD MEDAL

one-ma- n

BABIES

Uh

in New York City alone from kid.
ney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

FOR
tribute his share of labor toward keen- SWAMP-ROO- T
ing the roads In condition, it will puy
the men of the neighborhood to get
KIDNEY AILMENTS
road
together and purchase a
grader and reduce the time and labor
There is only one medicine that really
ordinarily necessary for this task.
stands out pre eminent &s a medicine for
Popular Science Monthly.
HELP

M

Tnlfs thi friction from the shoe.
freshens the feet and gives new vigor.
(At nignt wnenyour

DIED

and Labor.

BETTER ROADS

lM

The Antiseptic,
Healing Powder
lor the feel

M.JO
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For Infants and Children.
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Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

Always
Bears the

Signature
acctfumessaiian
Mlaerol-N0'-
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NahootK

1

j

Stmt

In
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Use
T.OSS OF Sl;Bf

For Over

Thirty Years

No Doubt of Need.

There Isn't any doubt about the
need for more and better roads when
automobiles and trucks are the only
means of bringing food to foul city

ap-

CASIO
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

tHI

CCPfTAUft

COMPANY,

MCW TOWN CfTT.

The

reserve advocate, reserve,

Reserve Items
STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION
OF

THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA

JUNE

30, 1921

1467,950.68

Loans and Discounts
U. S. Bonds and Ctrt'fs.

73,660.00
1,960.00

Other Bonds and Stocks
Heal Estate,

6.S13.39

Fur. and Fix.

Cash and due from banks

37,544.58

TOTAL

$586,808.63

Capital Stock
Surplus and Profit

22,272.73

Circulation

48,300.00

60,000.00

Deposits

313,699.94

Federal Reserve Bank

152,535.96

TOTAL

$586,808.63

new Mexico

TRINCHERA

NEWS
rs

Mr. Johnston and daughter, Mr.
Among the new arrivals In Catron
and son, from Olney, Texas,
la
a
Casey
fine
at
home
county
the
baby boy
of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Haynes of have been spending a week In our
country, visiting the Drumms.
Green's Gap.
Also another car, with four young
After spending several days with
relatives and friends on the Tula-ros- men, 'from Texas looking for loca
MIbs Elma McClure returned to tions,
her home at Magdalena.
Ben Whitley and familly, of Mag
Dr. L. A. Jefssen, the dentist, Is dalena spent a few days this week
In Mogolloin this week working at In our neighborhood.
He expects to be
his , profession.
Trlnchera has organized a school,
absent from Reserve three or four
and have plans laid for a housei and
weeks.
We exwill begin working Monday.
J. D. Fraser and family arrived pect to begin our school the first
from Magdalena last week, Jack re- week in September.
turning home Wednesdays, but Mrs
Mrs. Edgar Jtutter, of Denver, forFrazer and the children tvIIU remain
.la Bryan, of here, has
for several daysi guests of her mot merly Mib
returned to our neighborhood and
her, Mrs. McCarty.
will' take charge of our school.
Mr. and Mrs. Tris Allred are re
The little son of Arch McPhaul,
ceiving the congratulations of their
friends over the arrival of a fine had the misfortune of having his
baby girl at their home on the 18th arm thrown out of place last week.
The little lady weighed six and a He is In Magdalena for treatment.
half pounds and was named Buela
Uncle Ned Bergman brought Miss
Lee.
Hamilton and Mr. Rainsour, of MagW. L. Busted and Claud Fritz, of dalena out for the dance at Rocky
the Tularosa ranger station were in Cliff Friday night. Quite a number
Reserve last week looking after busi from Green's Gap and Datil were in
ness matters. Mr. Fritz has been attendance.
statransferred to the Montice-llSeveral from here attended the
tion and took charge of the work
big dance at the Mathew's home at
at that place Monday.
Green's Gsp 'last week. Seems to be
A picnic and dance was given on quite an epidemic of dancing going
the twenty-fourt- h
at the F. S. Brock around just now Hope it doesn't
home in honor of John Reed who re- prove fatal.
O
cently returned to this section from
A
most
time
Oklahoma.
pleasant
RETURNS PROM SOCORRO
was bad by all present. John is the
son of Mrs. Pat Birmingham and will
(From Magdalena News)
make his home here during the
The many friends of Miss Daisy
Fraser will be pleased to know that
Miss Deatron Campbell returned she has returned from Socorro where
this week from Santa Fe where she she held a position with the Socorro
attended a meeting of the New Mex- State Bank, and has accepted a po
ico State Teachers Association. Miss sition with Baldwin Bros.
Deatron reports a most pleasant and
O
"A determined soul wild do more
profitable meeting of the educators,
and returns enthused by the work with a rusty monkey-wrenc- h
than a
being done in the state. We are loafer will accompllBh with a maalso confident that the school work chine shop."
under her efficient supervision will
O
shqw improvement. during the com
Many a man asserts that his wife
ing winter terms.
made him what he is, if the truth
were known it isn't the poor womans
A party of friends motoring thru fault at all. From the Gideon.
the National Forest came upon some
men peeling the bark from hemlock
logs. "Please wait 'a minute" said
one young lady( "I have heard my
brother who is in the Forest Service
out west speak of scaling timber,
but this is the first time I have ever
seen it done."

OF MAGDALENA
In Socorro County

The Largest Financial Institution

THE RESERVE REALTY COMPANY

W.

J. JONES, Manager

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

RANCHES

REAL ESTATE

OIL LEASES

TOWN LOTS

P. S. HIGGINS,

General Merchant
Carries a full line of

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions
Cold Drinks

Candies

Cigars

STEAM HEATED

HOT AND COLD RUNNING W.VTKK

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN

A.

FUNKE.

PROP.

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO

r LEASE

WE USE EVERY EFFORT TO

THIS

I1IS8T

DINING

DOOM

OUR PATRONS

SKItVICE

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN

a,

--

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

AND

MODERN

Lots of rain dn our district, Nes-toBlen Tinney spent several dayB
all busy plowing thler corn and
this week in Magdalena.
beans and waging war generally
on the weeds and grass. Some sowJoe Collins and Regnald Allred left ing Rye, for next year.
Tuesday for Miami, Texas, where
The (drag A) roundup has Just
they expect to sperd some time.
finished working the Flat, and the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hudson Jeft boys have all gone to Nations, and
last week for Magdalena where they Gatlln's range to work. Sorry to
see them leave for we'll miss them.
expect to spend the winter.

-M-

AGDALENA-

THE RESERVE GARAGE
GENERAL REPAIR WORK

WELDING

BUK'K SIX SERVICE CAR TO ANY POINT, DAY OR NIGHT

Phone No. 3

Reserve, N. M.

A. G. HILL, PROP.

"

WHEN YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

XX

EAT AT THE

Magdalena Cafe
SERVICE

GOOD
ALL

COURTEOUS

TREATMENT

THE DELICACIES THE MARKET AFFORDS
XX

WE APPRECIATE

YOUR PATRONAGE

Report of the Condition at the Close of Business
JI NK 30, 1021

XX

We have received word that the
State Game Commission has establish
ed the ten game refuges recommend
ed by the Magdalena Game Protective
Association.
The refuges ere as fol
lows:
Magdalena, Council Rock,
Crosby Mountain, Mt. Mithlngton,
San Mateo, Black Range, Double
Springs, Dillon Mountain and Man-gMountain. Their total area is
216,000 acres, or an average of
about 20,000 acres each, No hunting will be allowed In the refuges
which will give a breeding ground
drorn which the adjoining country
will be naturally stocked.

You'll enjoy the
sport of rolling
em with P. A.!

O

RESOURCES

DIES SUDDENLY
Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds

2,361.63

Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.
Cash and Due from Banks

17,403.29

(

76,881.21
9541,870.55

LIABILITIES
Capital

30,000.00

Surplus and Profits

62,161.36
1

Deposits
Rediscounts and Bills Payable

t 396,198.18
63,530.02
9541,870.55

(From Magdalena News)
J. C. Curry, aged fifty-tw- o
years,
died at his room in the Wilson Hotel
Tuesday evening after a short ill
ness, heart failure being assigned as
the cause of his death.
Mr. Curry came to this section
from Texas about five years ago and
has been making his home in the
Aragon country, and at the time of
his death was in the employ of An- drus & Watson, at their ranch in
Catron County.
The deceased leaves a sister, Mrs
Andrews, of Lockney, Texas, and fun
eral arrangements are awaiting word
from that place.
O

USE THE NEW CROP OF
VALLEY EXTRACTED HONEY

The Strongest Bank With The Largest
Deposits in Socorro County

12 pint Jars
12 quart jars
12 b.
pails

$3.60
$5.00
$8.40
$7.70

6
palls
EDWARDS HASH & KARRY
Socorro, New Mexico
10-lt-

And, besides Prince
Albert's delightful flavor,
papers and some Prince there's its freedom from bite
Albert tobacco and puff away and parch which is cut out by
on a home made cigarette our exclusive patented procthat will hit on all your ess! Certainly you smoke

thing you
FIRST get
some

"$446,243.42

Prince Albert it told
in toppy red bagt,
tidy red tint, hand-tom- e
pound and halt
pound tin huinidort
and in the pound
crystal glatt humidor with tpongo
moitttnar top.

do next
makin's

smoke cylinders!
No use sitting-b- y
and saying maybe you'll cash this

P. A. from sun up till you
slip between the sheets without a comeback.

hunch tomorrow. Do it while
Prince Albert is the tobacthe going's good, for
co that revolutionized pipe
you can't figure out smoking. If you never could
whatyou'repassingbyl Such smoke a pipe
forget it!
flavor, such coolness, such You can AND YOU WILL
if you use Prince Albert
well, the only
way to get the words em- for packing! It's a smoke
phatic enough is to go to it revelation in a jimmy pipe
and know yourself!
or a cigarette!
man-o-ma- n,

more-ish-ne-

ill
1

Copyright 1921
by R. 1. Reynold
Tobacco Co.

Winston-Sale-

N.C.

XX

COME IN AND SEE US

as

BANK OF MAGDALENA

xx

ss

HUME Albert
the national joy smoke

